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SECTION 28 5300 – CLASSROOM VIDEO 
 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

 

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES 
A. Parts and equipment required for viewing video signals.  

 

1.02 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

A. Install an entire system for each classroom. Shall be a fully formed room and a completely 
connected system. 

B. Integrate with audio system as shown on the drawings. 
 

1.03 COORDINATION 
A. Coordinate the location of all LCD displays and projectors with the Owner and other trades 

prior to final installation. 
B. Coordinate with other Contractors who are doing work in the ceiling space. Coordinate the 

installation of all cables, projectors, monitors, etc., with the locations of other services. 
C. Verify all raceways in the walls with other trades prior to being onsite. 

1. Walk the building and ensure all raceways for the classroom AV system are being 
installed and sized correctly. 

2. If the contractor does not verify raceways then they shall install surface raceway to 
connect systems at no extra cost to the owner. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

 

2.01 MANUFACTURERS 

A. Approved vendors for video projectors are: 
1. Epson   
2. Others as approved prior to bid. Submit a question to the designer. 

2.02 VIDEO PROJECTORS 

A. Video projector Standard Mount. 
1. The video projector shall have a minimum of 3200 ANSI lumens of light. 
2. Projector shall support native WXGA (1280x800) and shall resize UXGA, SXGA, 

SVGA, and VGA signals. 
3. Aspect ratio of 16:10 with throw ratio of 1.38 – 2.24.  

a. 33” image at .97 meter and 280” image at 8.4M 
4. The projector shall also support NTSC, PAL,  
5. Minimum contrast ratio shall be 5000:1. 
6. The unit shall have the following inputs/outputs as a minimum: 

a. Video inputs,  
A) HDMI x2 
B) Component x2 

b. Other inputs and outputs 
A) USB A and USB B 
B) Ethernet network  
C) Mic on stereo jack 
D) Monitor Out 
E) Audio  

c. Third party projector control shall be via an on-board RS-232 connection or LAN 
Connection. 

7. The projector shall be HDTV ready, and shall support 480I, 480p, 720p, and 1080i 
formats. 

8. Keystone correction shall be a minimum of 30 degrees. 
9. Each projector shall be supplied with a remote control. 
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10. Projector shall be Epson #955WH 
11. Spare Bulbs. The contractor shall provide a spare projector bulb for each of the 

projectors installed as part of this project. 
B. Video Mounts (Supports): 

1. All supports for LCD panels and projectors shall be appropriately sized and chosen for 
the exact model display to be supported. 

2. Contractor shall match the weight of the display to the recommended weight rating of 
the support. 

3. Contractor shall review the location where the support is to be mounted. Match the 
surface to which the display is to be mounted with the best attachment hardware 
available for the support. 

4. Drop Ceiling Mounts for standard drop ceilings 
a. Include a mount that fits into a standard 2x2 or 2x4 ceiling tile area 
b. Include supports to be mounted to building structure. 
c. Shall include space for a power outlet to face down at the projector. 
d. Include a custom length down pipe 
e. Include mount to transition from pipe to projector 
f. Support shall be Chief Mfg. #SYSAUW 

5. Open ceiling mount  
a. Provide a mount to match the projector and the actual location to be installed 
b. Provide projector mount, Chief #RPMAU or equal. Equip with Custom length 

downpipe 
c. Ceiling mount to attach to the building structure. Chief Mfg. #CMA Series 

structural mount or equal. 

2.03 LCD DISPLAYS 
A. LCD Display 

1. LCD Display shall be installed as shown on the drawings.  
2. Displays shall be 16:9 and shall include speakers  
3. Display shall be an LCD screen 
4. Display shall be able to show images at 480i, 480p, 720p and 1080p. 
5. Video/audio input shall be a minimum of: 

a. Display Port 
b. DVI 
c. PC input, 15-pin D-sub 
d. PC audio (3.5 mm) 
e. HDMI Input. Minimum of two (2) 

6. Output of Analog audio on 3.5mm connector. Shall be variable level output. 
7. Control 
8. Shall have an RS-232 input/output for control. 
9. Equipped with VESA compatible mounting holes 
10. Display shall be no thicker than 4-1/2 inches. 
11. Each display shall include a remote control. 
12. 55: LCD display shall be NEC #V552 or equal  
13. 65: LCD display shall be NEC #V652 or equal 
14. Equip each display with a mount.  

B. LCD Touch panel. Interactive display 
1. LCD Display shall be installed as shown on the drawings.  
2. Displays shall be 16:9 and shall include speakers  
3. Display shall be an LCD screen 
4. Display shall be 3840 x 2160 
5. Video/audio input shall be a minimum of: 

a. Display Port 
b. PC input, 15-pin D-sub 
c. PC audio (3.5 mm) 
d. HDMI Input. Minimum of two (2) 

6. Output of Analog audio on 3.5mm connector. Shall be variable level output. 
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7. Control 
a. Shall have an RS-232 input/output for control. 
b. Shall be equipped with Ethernet 10/100Mbps connection 
c. USB for connection of interactive PC 

8. Equipped with VESA compatible mounting holes 
9. Display shall be no thicker than 4-1/2 inches. 
10. Each display shall include a remote control. 
11. Display shall be an interactive touch panel that includes at a minimum: 

a. Shall work with Windows PC’s and Apple IOS 
b. Touch technology shall be IR Blocking or equal 
c. Shall allow up to 10 points of contact 
d. Shall be adaptive to work with finger touch or mfg. pens 
e. Include interactive software that on the display and that can be loaded on the 

PC or Apple device 
12. Touch panel display shall be Aver #CP654I or equal. Include minimum 3-year 

manufacturer warranty 
C. LCD Mounts 

1. All supports for LCD panels and monitors shall be appropriately sized and chosen for 
the exact model display to be supported. 

2. Contractor shall match the weight of the display to the recommended weight rating of 
the support. 

3. Contractor shall review the location where the support is to be mounted. Match the 
surface to which the display is to be mounted with the best attachment hardware 
available for the support. 

4. All supports shall be by Chief Corporation or equal. Contractor shall submit each 
support for review by the Owner and Engineer prior to installation.  

5. Wall Mount 
a. Wall Mount swing-out mount shall be Chief Mfg. #TS325T or TS525T or equal 

based on display size 
b. Wall mount Tilting mount shall be Chief Mfg. #MTM1U for medium displays 
c. Wall mount Tilting mount shall be Chief Mfg. #LTM1U for large displays 
d. Wall mount Tilting mount shall be Chief Mfg. #XTM1U for extra-large displays 

6. LCD Height adjustable mount 
a. Where the mount shall be height adjustable the following criteria shall be met: 

A) Height adjustable shall allow up to 15.75" of vertical adjustment instantly 
B) Built in cable stand provides easy access under the screen 
C) Spring system tested to 60,000 cycles and 10 years of use 
D) VESA mount compatible 
E) Match mount to weight of display 

b. Shall be Chief LSD1U per weight requirements. 

2.04 EXTENDER/TRANSCEIVERS 
A. USB via UTP extender. 

1. Extender shall transmit USB signals via standard CAT-6 UTP cable. 
2. Unit shall sit at the PC and at the projector for transitioning from Interactive White 

Board or Projector to the PC. 
3. Provide USB patch cables at each end. 
4. Unit shall allow extension of the USB signal up to 100’. 
5. Units shall be self-powered/bus powered. 
6. Shall be Network Technologies #USB-C5-LC or equal.  

B. HDMI to UTP device -HD BaseT Lite or better, RS-232 and Audio De-Embedding 
1. This device shall allow the owner to send HDMI and control signals via UTP cables. 
2. Shall support 4K – 4096x2160/24Hz/4:2:2/8Bit video resolution support for 4K-capable 

devices. 
3. Extends: HDBaseT/HDMI via Single CAT5e/6 cable 
4. Audio De-embedding of HDMI Signal. Output on Coax Digital or Analog L/R output 
5. Control Signal Extension:  

a. Uni-directional IR (Tx to Rx) OR  
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b. bi-directional RS-232 control via 3.5mm stereo connection on Tx and Rx units 
c. HDBaseT: Utilized on CAT5e/6 RJ45 output 

6. Signal Extension: 
a. Up to 150 ft. @ 4K/24/25/30/60 using Manufacturers Shielded KD-CAT6STP1X 

cabling 
b. Up to 125 ft. @ 4K/24/25/30/60 using third-party CAT5e/6 UTP/STP 
c. Up to 250 ft. @ 1080p/1920x1200 using Manufacturers Shielded KD-

CAT6STP1X cabling 
d. Up to 230 ft. @ 1080p/1920x1200 using third-party CAT5e/6 UTP/STP 

7. Auto Adjustment: Equalization depending on the length of cabling used 
8. I2C Communication: EDID and HDCP transparency from Display to Source 
9. Licensing: Fully licensed and compatible with all HDMI and HDCP technologies 
10. Device shall be Key digital #KD-X422POA or equal 
  

2.05 PROJECTION SCREENS 
A. Wall Mount Manual Video projection screen 

1. Matte White as manufactured Flame retardant, mildew resistant, white, vinyl coated 
fiberglass screen that can be rolled and cleaned with mild soap and water solution. 
a. Gain:  1.0. Viewing angle:  50 degrees. 

2. 16;10 aspect ratio:   60” x 96”. 113” diagonal viewing. 
3. Manually operated, retractable projection screen with rigid steel, spring return. 
4. Installation method:  Mount from the wall with minimum of 4” off the wall. 

a. Case:  Extruded aluminum with steel end caps designed to receive mounting 
hardware.  

b. Finish:  Matte White. 
c. Provide with black masking borders. 

5. Screen shall be by Da-Lite Model C with CSR or equal. 
 

2.06 CONTROLS 
A. The control panel shall be an IR and/or RS-232 control device equipped with a faceplate, 

backbox and programmable push-buttons. 
1. Plate shall allow for multiple configurations. 
2. Provide the correct buttons and blanks for a fully populated plate. 
3. System shall be able to be programmed to control equipment based on IR and/or RS-

232 controls. 
4. Equip with one Programming Wand per site. Wand shall facilitate enhanced 

programming and configuration. 
5. Control panel shall include the ability to learn from other remote controls. 
6. Provide with all cables and other devices required for connecting the control panel to 

the devices being controlled. 
7. Control panel shall be Epson Pixie Plus #ELPSP10 or equal. Equip with the 

Programming wand,  

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

 

3.01 EXAMINATION 
A. Location of the LCD displays and projectors and other equipment shall be finalized throughout 

the building prior to installation.  
B. Locate all equipment to be installed, and make certain that space is available for maintenance 

and service during the life of the system. 
C. If any changes from the drawings are required, the Contractor shall submit a proposed layout 

of the displays to the Engineer for approval prior to installation. 
 

3.02 PREPARATION 
A. Ensure that the wall where a display will be mounted can support the weight of the mount and 

the display. 

http://www.keydigital.com/items.asp?ItemCode=kdcat6stp1x&Company=KEY
http://www.keydigital.com/items.asp?ItemCode=kdcat6stp1x&Company=KEY
http://www.keydigital.com/items.asp?ItemCode=kdcat6stp1x&Company=KEY
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B. Coordinate with the Lighting Contractor on location of all displays. Ensure that lighting will not 
impede the viewing of the image. 
1. Install supports to ensure that lights will not impede the image. 

 

3.03 INSTALLATION OF DISPLAYS 
A. Projectors: 

1. Projectors shall be installed where shown on the drawings. Contractor shall field verify 
the location of all projectors prior to final installation. 

2. When mounting the projectors to the ceiling, the Contractor shall verify that the mount 
is the correct size, and will support the weight of the projector. 

3. Contractor shall review the ceiling type where the projector will be mounted, and shall 
provide the correct ceiling adapter for the mount. 

4. Coordinate the installation of ceiling mounted projectors with the lighting installer. Light 
fixtures shall not impede the image of the projector. 

5. Install overhead projectors as high as possible in the ceiling, and no lower than 7 feet 
AFF. 

6. Install projector to ensure a rectangular image. Do not install the projector at a location 
where the projector cannot compensate for the keystoning of the image. 

7. Review the proposed location of the projector on the contract drawings and provide 
the required lens based on the screen size, and the distance from the screen of the 
projector. Verify with the Engineer prior to ordering. 

8. The projector shall be connected to the source via patch cables. The Contractor shall 
provide and install all patch cables required. These patch cables shall route to a 
faceplate in the ceiling. 

9. Contractor shall test that the projector works with the inputs, and that the remote 
control (if applicable) has batteries and works with the system. 

10. Contractor shall set up the projector so that the picture is clear and set the correct 
color, brightness, contrast, etc. 

11. Test the projector with all inputs. Provide image generator for each type of connection 
that the projector uses. The projector shall be tested with all other components of the 
audio/video system. 

12. When mounting the projector, the Contractor shall ensure that it is installed and 
secured to minimize the chance of falling and causing possible injuries. 

13. Contractor shall set up a time to review the installation with the Owner and Engineer. 
During the review, the Contractor shall demonstrate that each projector works and is 
installed safely and securely. 

B. Display Mounts: 
1. Each display that is to be ceiling or wall mounted shall have a UL listed mount. 
2. Contractor shall match the display with the manufacturers recommended mount. 
3. Verify that the mount is rated to support the weight of the display. 
4. Install all mounts so that the display is not located in a main traffic way where persons 

might injure themselves by running into the mount or display. 
5. Ensure that the mount can support the weight of the display, and that the wall can 

support the combined weight of the display and the mount. Secure to the wall using 
appropriate supporting screws and lugs. 

6. Where attaching to a drywall wall, attach through or into the stud and not just through 
the drywall. 

7. When ceiling mounting a projector or display, provide the required length of pipe 
extension to meet the desired height of the display. 

8. Contractor shall ensure the safety of all persons by securely installing the correct 
mounts for each display or projector. 

C. LCD Displays and projector installation: 
1. Displays shall be installed where shown on the drawings. Contractor shall field verify 

the location of all displays prior to final installation. 
2. When mounting the displays to the wall, the Contractor shall verify that the mount is 

the correct size, and will support the weight of the display. 
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3. When mounting the display from a drywall wall, the Contractor shall connect into or 
through the wall studs. Attachment just into the drywall is not acceptable. 

4. When mounting the displays to the wall, locate them to minimize the possibility that 
they will be in the path of persons walking near the unit. 

5. Contractor shall verify ADA compliance with the installation of all projectors and 
displays. 

6. The display shall be connected to the source via patch cables. The Contractor shall 
provide and install all patch cables required. 

7. Contractor shall test that the display works with the inputs, and that the remote control 
(if applicable) has batteries and works with the system. 

8. Contractor shall set up the display so that the picture is clear and set the correct color, 
brightness, contrast, etc. Install all display items so that glare from natural or manmade 
light is minimized for all those that will view the display. 

9. When mounting the display, the Contractor shall ensure that it is installed and secured 
to minimize the chance of falling and causing possible injuries. 

10. Contractor shall set up a time to review the installation with the Owner and Engineer. 
During the review, the Contractor shall demonstrate that each display works and is 
installed safely and securely. 

D. Interactive LCD installation 
1. Mount the LCD to the Mount and to the wall. 
2. Connect to all inputs and outputs 
3. Provide additional hardware and supports to mount all equipment noted to be mounted 

behind the LCD. 
4. Connect the LCD to the power and USB and HDMI cable to the display. 

a. Connect the Ethernet network cable with a patch cable if the LCD is so 
equipped. 

b. Identify the cable and the port it is connected to in the Ethernet switch. 
c. Enter this data into a spreadsheet and provide to owner or network contractor 

for configuration of the Ethernet ports. 
d. Provide and install patch cables at LCD and at the comm room. 

5. Set the contact points on the display for the interactive portion of the screen. Set all 
points and configure the “pens” 

6. Load all interactive software on the teacher’s PC. 
 

3.04 INSTALLATION OF AV EQUIPMENT 
A. USB Extender 

1. Use this to transmit the USB signal farther than on standard USB cable. 
2. Connect with patch cables at the projector/interactive white board to the CAT-6 jack in 

the faceplate. 
3. Connect output of PC to the other USB to UTP unit. Install patch cable to the faceplate 

near the PC. 
B. HDMI to UTP 

1. Setup the device to pass all HDMI Signals 
2. Install all patch cables required for connectivity. 
3. Configure the transmitter and receiver to provide a clear image. 

 

3.05 INSTALLATION OF PROJECTION SCREENS 
A. Projection screen 

1. Coordinate provision of manual screens with locations of other wall and ceiling 
mounted components such as visual display boards, Acoustical Ceiling, Structural 
framing, light fixtures, air diffusers, ducts, and fire sprinklers to eliminate potential 
conflicts. 

2. Coordinate installation of mounted screens with construction of suspended acoustical 
panel ceilings. 

3. Install screens in accordance with approved shop drawings and manufacturer's 
installation instructions. 
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4. Install projection screens at locations and heights indicated on Drawings.  Verify 
locations in field with Architect. 

5. Operate each screen three times minimum.  Ensure screens properly extend and 
retract and that screen is level and viewing surface plumb when extended.  Adjust to 
correct deficiencies. 

6. Mount all screens from the wall. Do not cover the Fire Alarm devices with the screen. 

3.06 INSTALLATION OF CONTROLS 
A. Control Panel. 

1. The control panel shall be installed as shown on the drawings. Provide all the 
appropriate push buttons in the plate. 

2. Meet with the owner to determine the sequence of how the control panel should work 
and what it shall control. 

3. Install all cabling and sensors/devices required to transmit the signal and control the 
devices that are to be connected. 

 
 
END OF SECTION 28 5300 
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SECTION 28 5350 – CLASSROOM AUDIO 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

 

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES 

A. This section provides specific project and Contractor requirements for audio systems in the 
classrooms and other general spaces 

B. Parts and labor required for installation and testing of classroom audio and video components 
and cabling. 

 

1.02 COORDINATION 

A. Coordinate the location of all speakers and the projector with the existing equipment in the 
ceiling. Take into account the lights and the other equipment when locating the speakers. 
Meet with the owner or their representative on placement of equipment in each room prior to 
installation. 

B. Speakers shall be installed in the ceiling to cover the most area. Speakers shall not be 
mounted to the outside edge of the room or near the edge of the room. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

 

2.01 MATERIALS 
A. The contractor shall provide equipment as required for a complete audio/video classroom 

teaching installation.  
B. Any and all baluns, patch cords, interface cords splitters and other equipment shall be 

provided and installed to provide complete connectivity. 
 

2.02 AUDIO CLASSROOM MIC AND AMPLIFIER SYSTEMS 
A. The system must have specifications including but not limited to the following: 

1. Access (DECT Type) Technology wireless communication 
2. Wireless transmission range: up to 200 ft. (600m) open field 
3. Up to two microphones for whole room instruction, team-teaching or student sharing. 

a. Equip with one (1) microphone 
4. Pendant-style classroom microphone with audio input utilizing Access Technology (1.9 

GHz) for transmission. IR is acceptable, but contractor shall install all cabling and 
faceplates and any raceway for IR Receiver connection 

5. Three (3) stereo audio inputs with master volume control 
6. One audio output with level control 
7. Two speaker outputs to power a total of 1-4 speakers 

B. The system shall carry a standard warranty equivalent from the manufacturer of no less than 
3-years.  

C. Amplifier/switcher 
1. Wireless communication: Access (DECT Type) Technology  
2. Wireless transmission range: up to 200 ft (60m) open field 
3. Power output: 40 Watts Total (20 W / Channel) 
4. Frequency response: 120 Hz to 7 kHz 
5. Automatic power on when Microphone is powered on and linked 
6. Controls: 

a. (1) Power button  
b. (1) Microphone volume control 
c. (1) Audio input volume controls 
d. (1) Audio output level control 
e. Tone control 

D. Pendant-Style Microphone and transmitter 
1. The pendant-style microphone/transmitter shall contain microphone volume control on 

the unit allowing users to adjust volume level from anywhere in the classroom.  
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2. Shall be capable of being worn around a teacher’s neck as a hands-free microphone 
via the lavaliere cord (provided by contractor) or to be used as a handheld student 
pass-around microphone.  

3. Must be rechargeable via wall charger, computer, or Charging Station  
4. Lanyard: adjustable length with magnetic clasp 
5. Wireless communication: Access (Dect) Technology  
6. Transmission range: up to 200 ft (60m) 
7. Integrated microphone type: uni-directional electret  
8. Audio input: 3.5mm 
9. Earbud output: 3.5mm  
10. Volume control: +/- 6dB (total range = 12 dB) 
11. Power: on/off/mute button 
12. Battery run time: 8 hours (fully charged) 

E. Shall be Lightspeed #955-FT or equal. 
1. Equip with one Lightspeed Flexmike #FM or equal 

2.03 AUDIO SPEAKERS 

A. The Contractor shall conduct a field evaluation of each classroom prior to ordering the 
equipment and shall order and install the correct type of speakers based on the actual ceiling 
in each classroom Select one speaker choice from below: 

B. Drop Ceiling Speakers 
1. Ceiling Speaker (Provide four in each classroom) 

a. Two-way speaker system 
b. Driver Size: 6.5” driver; 1” tweeter 
c. Frequency Response: 40 Hz – 20 kHz ± 6dB 
d. Impedance: 8 Ω with Power Handling: 30 W 
e. Tile Support: 20-gauge metal tile bridge 

2. Lightspeed DRQ or equal. 
C. Open Ceiling Speakers 

1. At certain locations there is a requirement for speakers to be mounted to the open 
ceiling. Shall meet following requirements: 

2. Speakers shall be Atlas IED #PM4FA-WH/B depending on ceiling color or equal. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

 

3.01 EXAMINATION 

A. Location of the audio components shall be finalized in each classroom prior to installation 
beginning.  

 

3.02 PREPARATION 

A. The contractor shall meet with the owner to determine the installation schedule for the project. 
The owner will provide the contractor with dates when work can be completed in each 
building. 

B. Coordinate with the electrical contractor to ensure that they install the power outlet in the 
ceiling at the projector mount. This shall be identified in each room prior to installation. 

 

3.03 SITE REVIEW AND PLANNING 
A. Classrooms have drop ceilings or open ceilings. Install the correct speaker type based on the 

ceiling of each room.   
B. All speaker cables shall route back to the teacher faceplate.  
C. The contractor shall visit each classroom where the Audio/Video systems are to be installed 

and shall also note any potential issues in each classroom that might impede the installation 
of the audio/video components.  

 

3.04 AUDIO ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION 
A. The audio system shall be installed at the location shown on the drawings. 
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B. The system includes cabling, speakers, microphone and the mixer/amplifier,  
C. Review the layout of the room and the existing lights and other items in the ceiling. Locate 

the speakers to provide the best coverage of the room with audio. 
D. Speaker cables shall be connected in series. One cable shall be used to connect the 

mixer/amplifier to the first speaker and then to the other speakers as per the drawing. Contact 
the manufacturer with questions about speaker and speaker cable connectivity. 

E. Connect speaker wires and all audio inputs to the mixer/amplifier. Adjust all inputs, outputs 
and audio controls to provide even sound between each input. Tune the system to provide 
clear audio without feedback. Speakers shall be placed with the idea of limiting feedback. 

F. When connecting speakers to the amplifiers, ensure the correct polarity throughout the 
system. 

G. Contractor shall label the volume control for each input. Labels shall be self-adhesive and 
shall be laser printed. Provide a sample label to the owner for approval prior to installation... 
All labels shall specify the device that dial controls. Handwritten labels are not allowed. 

H. After connection of the system, the Contractor shall configure all components to ensure the 
best sound possible. 

I. Contractor shall test each and every input and output of the system. Contractor shall have 
the Owner present for final testing and system checkout. 

J. Connect the control system to the main output of the amplifier. 
K. Mark the mixer for the optimal level and location each level control. 
L. Provide a mount that allows the audio amplifier to be mounted tot the back of the LCD. Audio 

control buttons/dials shall be available on the side of the LCD. 
 

3.05 SPEAKER INSTALLATION 

A. Prior to ordering all speakers, field verify the ceiling type in each classroom. Order the correct 
speakers for drop ceiling rooms and hard ceiling rooms etc. 
1. Review ceiling types on architectural drawings or walk the site if the building is existing. 

B. Ceiling speakers shall be mounted flush with the ceiling. 
1. Ceiling speakers shall be installed into the existing ceiling tiles. Contractor shall cut 

each ceiling tile and install the speaker with the tile bridge. 
2. Contractor shall work with the Owner to locate all speakers where other equipment will 

not impede the installation.  
3. Where the manufacturer provides a T-bar support for the speaker, the Contractor shall 

install the support in drop ceiling installations. 
4. Speaker wire shall not lie on the ceiling. All speaker wire shall route through J-hooks. 
5. The Contractor shall leave a coil of speaker wire in the ceiling to allow lowering of the 

speaker for maintenance and removal. 
6. The Contractor shall work with the manufacturer to determine the best layout of the 

speakers, and shall submit that layout for review prior to installation.  
7. After installation, the entire system shall be tested, and it shall be demonstrated that 

each speaker is connected and in good working order. 
8. It shall be further demonstrated that all audio can be easily heard throughout each 

room where speakers have been installed. 
C. Surface speakers shall be mounted to the building structure and aimed to cover the room. 

1. Contractor shall work with the Owner to locate all speakers where other equipment will 
not impede the installation.  

2. Speaker wire shall not lie on the ceiling. All speaker wire shall route through J-hooks. 
3. The Contractor shall leave a coil of speaker wire in the ceiling to allow lowering of the 

speaker for maintenance and removal. 
4. The Contractor shall work with the manufacturer to determine the best layout of the 

speakers, and shall submit that layout for review prior to installation.  
5. After installation, the entire system shall be tested, and it shall be demonstrated that 

each speaker is connected and in good working order. 
6. It shall be further demonstrated that all audio can be easily heard throughout each 

room where speakers have been installed. 
7. Support speakers from the ceiling.  
8. Provide aircraft cables to install open ceiling speakers at height of grid. 
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3.06 MICROPHONE INSTALLATION 
A. Wireless microphones shall be installed to serve the entire room areas where they are 

installed.  
1. Locate the antennae for all wireless microphones so that the signal will be picked up 

from anywhere in the room that the microphone serves. 
2. Coordinate all outside and interior signals with any wireless microphone channels so 

that there is no interference. 
3. Connect the wireless microphone base receiver to the input on the amplifier/mixer. 
  

3.07 AUDIO System 

A. The entire audio systems shall be configured to be a complete working system. 
B. The Contractor shall label each speaker cable at each end with a wraparound label that has 

been laser printed.  
1. The Contractor shall give each speaker wire a separate designator. The Engineer shall 

approve the proposed numbering prior to printing the labels. 
C. Each component shall be labeled for what it does and what it provides. Labels shall be laser 

printed, and shall be attached to the front of each unit. 
1. For example, the amplifier in a cabinet may be marked “Microphone Amplifier-First 

Floor Hallway.” 
D. It is extremely important that each microphone cable be labeled at each end with a laser 

printed wrap around label. This will allow the Owner to know exactly which microphone is 
being connected. 
1. Where microphones are terminated, the Contractor shall provide a minimum of 3 feet 

of spare cable for future movements. 
2. The Contractor shall provide the proposed labeling of the microphone cables prior to 

the actual installation of the labels. 
E. All speakers shall be set so that every area in the room where persons may stand or sit is 

covered with sound.  
 
 
END OF SECTION 28 5350 
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SECTION 28 5450 – AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES 

A. Parts and equipment required for audio enhancement and distribution.  
 

1.02 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A. The audio system shall be installed and configured to provide maximum coverage in each 

room.  
B. The audio systems shall be installed to provide the easiest user interface possible. 

 

1.03 COORDINATION 

A. Coordinate the location of all racks, cabinets, and equipment with other contractors. 
B. Coordinate with other Contractors who are doing work in the ceiling space. Coordinate the 

installation of all cables, speakers, etc., with the locations of other services. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.01 AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 

A. Mixer/Amplifier 
1. 6-input mixer with 200-watt amplifier 
2. 200W Into 25V/70.7V and 4Ω Loads shall include: 

a. Four Balanced Mic/Line/Tel Inputs w/ Phantom Power 
b. Three Unbalanced, Summing Line Level Inputs 
c. Input Assignable Zone 2 Output 
d. Remote Level Control 
e. Remote Input Select (RIS) 
f. Line Output 
g. Preamp In for External Processors 

3. Shall be Atlas Sound #AA200PHD  
a. Equip with volume and control plate Atlas #WPD-RISRL 

 

2.02 AUDIO DEVICES 

A. Rack Mount 1-Disc CD Player: 
1. The CD player portion of the installation shall be capable of 1-disc automatic loading. 

CD player shall be capable of: 
a. Integrated Ipod Dock 
b. Rack Mounting 
c. Play MP3, WAV 
d. Random and continuous play. 
e. Bluetooth Connectivity 

2. Rack Mount CD Player shall be TASCAM #CD-200BT or equal. 
B. Provide and install Line Level Audio Distribution Amplifier. 

1. RDL Labs #ST-DA3 
2. Equip with power supply, RD Labs #PS-24AS 

 

2.03 WIRELESS MICROPHONES 

A. Wireless Microphone Kits: 
1. Wireless systems shall be based around the Audix R41 or R42 series receiver.  
2. Equip with the following where required. 

a. AUDIX Antenna Amplifier/Distro for System #ADS48  
b. AUDIX External, Remote Directional Antenna #ANT-D360  
c. For antenna cable to remote antennas, use Belden RG6 UHF Cable #1829A 

for ANT-D360 Antennas 
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d. Mount the Remote antennas up at the red iron to cover the entire room 
3. Wireless Receiver shall have two channels or provide multiple single channel 

receivers. 
a. 32 MHz Wide spectrum tuning receiver 
b. 106 Pre-coordinated frequencies 
c. Up to 4 systems (8 channels) simultaneous use 
d. 21 dB Audio gain stage in 3 dB steps 
e. Internal antenna combiner for dual antenna operation 
f. 300’ (91 meters) Operating range 
g. 19” Rackmount chassis with front mount antenna kit shall be included 
h. Single Channel receiver shall be Audix R41 or equal 
i. Dual Channel Receiver shall be Audix R42 or equal 

4. Bodypack shall be: 
a. 64 MHz Wide spectrum transmitter  
b. Precision metal housing 
c. Modular antenna design 
d. May be used with lavalier, head worn and instrument mics  
e. AF and RF gain control 
f. High contrast LCD display with group, channel and battery indicator 
g. Soft mute switch 
h. 10 Hour run time - AA batteries 
i. Provide (3) three sets of batteries 
j. Shall be Audix B60 or equal. Shall be compatible with receiver 

5. Lavalier wireless microphone. It shall consist of: 
a.  (1) Audix #L5 Professional Lavalier Microphone with Cardioid capsule 

6. Handheld wireless mic/transmitter shall be 
a. 64 MHz Wide spectrum transmitter 
b. Durable metal housing 
c. AF and RF gain control 
d. Modular and interchangeable capsule assemblies 
e. High contrast LCD display with group, channel and battery indicator 
f. Soft mute switch 
g. 10 Hour run time - AA batteries 
h. Shall be Audix #H60 or equal. 

 

2.04 WIRED MICROPHONES 

A. Wired microphone for handheld use shall have the following characteristics: 
1. The microphone shall be equipped with a lockable ON/OFF switch and an internal 

impedance selection socket located on the XLR connector for switching between high 
and low impedance. A slip in swivel adapter shall be supplied for the convenience of 
stand mounted use. 

2. Controlled low frequency response combined with a smooth high frequency rise for 
clear and intelligible voice pickup. 

3. Hypercardoid pickup pattern for minimized feedback.  
4. Spherical grille shall provide effective filtering out of breath noise and popping when 

used for close up vocals, and of wind noise when used outdoors. 
5. Lockable ON/OFF switch. 
6. Equipped with a 3-pin professional audio (XLR) connector.  
7. Frequency response shall be 50 to 18,000 Hz. 
8. Wired, handheld microphone shall be Audix #OM3 or equivalent.  

a. Provide a 25-foot microphone cable with each microphone. 
 

2.05 WALL MOUNT RACK 
A. Wall Mount Cabinet: 

1. The wall mount cabinets shall be black in color. 
2. Cabinets shall provide adjustable 19 inch rack mounting rails. 
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3. Each cabinet shall have a center swingout feature that allows access to the front and 
back of equipment after it is installed in the cabinet. 

4. Knockouts for different size conduits shall be provided on the top and bottom of the 
cabinet. 

5. Swing side of the cabinet shall be reversible. 
6. Each cabinet shall be no less than 24 inches deep. 
7. 36” tall cabinet shall be Great Lakes Case and Cabinet # GL36WS-MV. 
8. .Each cabinet shall be provided with the following hardware: 

a. Mesh front door with lock. 
b. Dual fan assembly mounted in the top of the cabinet. 
c. 6 position power strip with circuit breaker and surge suppressor. 
d. 110-degree gravity door stop. 

2.06 RACK AND CABINET ACCESSORIES 
A. Surge Protection and power strip.  

1. This device will provide the only power on-off switch for the sound system.   
2. All equipment mounted in the rack will be connected to this device.   
3. No electronic device shall be powered from any non-protected power source 

a. SurgeX, # SX1120RT 20A/120VAC;  
B. Rack Mount drawer: 

1. Drawer shall be mounted in standard 19 inch mounting rails. 
2. Drawer shall be made of steel and shall be black in color. 
3. 3-RU Rack-mount drawer shall be Lowell #UDEL-314. 

C. Where required, provide a balancing transformer for Ipod connections. Transformer shall be 
RDL #TX-10B or equal. 

 

2.07 ASSISTED AUDIO SYSTEM 

A. Provide and install (1) FM Listening Assistance System that meets or exceeds all current 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines.  Install Transmitter in equipment rack Install 
the Remote antenna into the room. System shall include: 
1. System shall be Williams Sound #PPA 457 PRO or equal. Shal include: 
2. Transmitter 

a. FM transmitter only equipped with Ethernet network control. Frequency range 
of 72.1-75.9 MHz, 17 wideband channels (selectable) 

b. The transmitter shall be a microprocessor-based unit.  It may be configured 
through the on-screen menu.  

c. Configurable over an Ethernet (10 base T) network accessible through common 
web based browsers. 

d. The transmitter shall have a transmitting range of up to 1000 feet.   
e. It shall be supplied with a top mount 39” whip antenna and external power 

supply. Install antenna in ceiling space 
f. Shall be Williams Sound #PPA T45 NET or equal. Equip with: 

3. Receivers and parts: 
a. Quantity of (4) Receiver with battery, Williams Sound #PPA R37-00,  
b. Quantity of (4) Ear Speaker and cable to receiver, Williams Sound #EAR 013.  
c. Quantity of (4) Neck Loop, Williams Sound #NKL 001.  

4. Program and Test the system.  Walk the entire seating area and verify that there are 
no seats where the signal drops out.  Move the antenna if necessary to provide the 
desired coverage pattern. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

 

3.01 EXAMINATION 
A. Location of the communications infrastructure shall be finalized in the communications room 

prior to installation.  
B. Locate all equipment to be installed, and make certain that space is available for maintenance 

and service during the life of the system. 
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C. If any changes from the drawings are required, the Contractor shall submit a proposed layout 
of the communications layout to the Engineer for approval prior to installation. 

 

3.02 RACKS AND CABINETS 

A. Coordinate with all other Contractors and ensure that the locations of all cable tray and 
conduits are correct and will feed the rack system adequately. 

B. Cabinets mounted to the wall shall be securely attached. 
1. Where the cabinets are to be mounted to a wall, the Contractor shall first install a piece 

of plywood to be used to mount the cabinet on. Secure the plywood to the wall then 
secure the cabinet to the plywood and wall where possible. 

2. Review the facilities above a cabinet prior to installation. When possible, cabinets 
should not be installed below water pipes or other facilities in the ceiling. 

3. Mount the cabinet so that the top of the cabinet is not more than 7 feet AFF. 
4. Check to make sure that the cabinet will be able to fully open from both hinges after 

installation. Change mounting location to accommodate the opening. 
5. Install support wheels to the cabinet to support the weight of the cabinet when it is 

closed if the cabinet is 6’ tall or more. 

3.03 AUDIO ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION 

A. Contractor shall review design and building prior to ordering all components. 
B. The Contractor shall be responsible for providing a complete system including all parts 

required for connectivity of all components. 
C. All cables, connectors, supports, boxes, etc., shall be the responsibility of the Contractor. 
D. The Contractor shall refer to the drawings for the installation notes and locations in the racks 

of all the equipment. If changes are required in the field, the Contractor shall submit the 
proposed changes in the form of updated rack/cabinet layouts. The Engineer shall have the 
final say on proposed changes. 

E. All components required for a well-functioning system shall be provided and installed. 
F. Interconnections between speakers and amplifiers shall be via terminal strips. Speakers shall 

not be directly connected to an amplifier. Terminal strips shall be mounted to the side of a 
cabinet, or to a piece of wood mounted to the back of the rack.  
1. Provide self-adhesive labels for each of the speaker wires that come back to the 

terminal strip. Attach stickers to the area beside the terminal that the wire is connected 
to. 

2. All wires terminated to the terminal strip shall have spade lugs attached. Size the spade 
lugs for the size wire and size of screw on the terminal strip. 

G. When connecting speakers to the amplifiers, ensure the correct polarity throughout the 
system. 

H. Contractor shall label all the volume, gain, etc., controls on all mixers and processors. The 
labels shall be self-adhesive labels. All labels shall specify the device that dial controls. All 
labels shall be laser-printed; handwritten labels are not allowed. 

I. After connection of the system, the Contractor shall configure all components to ensure the 
best sound possible. 
1. Contractor shall ensure that the correct speakers are connected to the correct output 

of the amplifier. This includes the surround sound processor (if applicable) and 
amplifier. contractor shall ensure that connections are made to each speaker. 

2. Audio output shall be routed through the digital signal processor (if applicable) to limit 
the feedback noise to the speakers. Contractor shall consult with the manufacturer and 
ensure that the eliminator has been configured correctly. 

3. Where a graphic equalizer is installed, the Contractor shall balance all the signals to 
provide the best sound possible. Utilize an acoustical tester. 

4. All inputs such as CD players shall be integrated into the system. Utilize mixers and 
automatic mixers to combine microphones and other inputs.  

5. Contractor shall test each and every input and output of the system. Contractor shall 
have the Engineer and Owner present for final testing and system checkout. 

J. After installation, the Contractor shall provide as-builts and all component documentation. 
K. Assisted listening systems shall be installed to support audio enhancement for people during 

use of the audio system in the specific room. 
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1. Assisted listening systems shall be installed to support the personal audio devices that 
are handed out to the users 

2. Test the devices in the room so that they are shown to pick up the audio signal 
throughout the room 

3. Provide the devices to the owner with new batteries and a set of spare batteries. 
4. Connect the system to the main audio output in the cabinet. 

 

3.04 MICROPHONE INSTALLATION. 

A. All wired microphones shall be provided with a microphone cord. The cord shall have a female 
XLR connector for connection to the microphone, and a male connector for connection to the 
wallplate. 
1. Each cable shall be a minimum of 15 feet long. For gymnasiums and other locations 

where a longer cable may be required, provide a cable no shorter than 25 feet. 
2. At each wallplate/floorbox connection to an XLR, provide an engraved lamacoid label 

detailing the number of the microphone cable attached to the back of the wallplate. 
Stick the label to the wallplate just above the XLR connector. 

3. Contractor shall install wireless microphones where shown on the drawings. 
4. Wireless receiving units shall be rack mounted. 
5. Where the receiving unit is not in the room where the transmitter is located, the 

Contractor shall install antenna extensions for each receiver.  
6. The antenna shall be mounted in the room where the transmitter is to be located. Install 

the extension cables and antenna as per the manufacturer’s recommendations. 
7. Where more than 1 receiver is in the same rack/cabinet, the Contractor shall install an 

active antenna consolidator that has the capability to combine up to 4 receivers. This 
consolidator shall then have antenna extensions located in the room the users will be 
transmitting from. 

8. Contractor shall be responsible for all cables and connectors needed to connect 
antennas. 

9. Provide either a handheld wireless microphone or belt pack and lavalier/headworn mic 
with each wireless receiver. Refer to the drawings for the type of microphone to 
provide. 
a. Contractor shall match the transmitter frequency to the receiver frequency. 
b. Where multiple receivers are required, ensure that the frequencies are all 

different, and that there will be no interference from the local radio signals from 
TV stations. 

c. Label each receiver and transmitter for the frequency chosen. 
10. Contractor shall provide wind screens for all microphones provided. 
11. After installation, the Contractor shall demonstrate that each wireless microphone 

works at any point in the room that it serves. The Contractor shall further demonstrate 
that the microphones all can work at the same time without interference. 

12. All microphones shall have new batteries provided at the time of installation. 
 

3.05 AUDIO SYSTEM 
A. The entire audio systems shall be configured to be a complete working system. 
B. The Contractor shall label each speaker cable at each end with a wraparound label that has 

been laser printed.  
1. The Contractor shall give each speaker wire a separate designator. The Engineer shall 

approve the proposed numbering prior to printing the labels. 
C. Each component shall be labeled for what it does and what it provides. Labels shall be laser 

printed, and shall be attached to the front of each unit. 
1. For example, the amplifier in a cabinet may be marked “Microphone Amplifier-First 

Floor Hallway.” 
D. It is extremely important that each microphone cable be labeled at each end with a laser 

printed wrap around label. This will allow the Owner to know exactly which microphone is 
being connected. 
1. Where microphones are terminated, the Contractor shall provide a minimum of 3 feet 

of spare cable for future movements. 
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2. The Contractor shall provide the proposed labeling of the microphone cables prior to 
the actual installation of the labels. 

3.06 TESTING (PRE-COMMISSIONING) 
A. All systems shall be initially adjusted and set by the contractor, unless otherwise specified, in 

writing, by the Consultant or the architect. 
B. A complete mechanical, electronic, and acoustical inspection to verify proper installation and 

operation shall be made, including mountings, interconnection, freedom from hums, buzzes, 
noise, and oscillation.  Test procedures and documentation of results shall be provided with 
the system documentation. 

C. All microphone and line level signal cables shall be verified for proper “Pin to pin” wiring.  
Example: Microphone cables; Pin 1 shall be Shield, Pin 2 shall be Positive (high or +), Pin 3 
shall be Negative (low or -).  Correct any irregularities and include documentation of results 
that shall be provided with the system documentation. 

D. Polarity testing and verification shall be performed by the sound system contractor to verify; 
“Positive pressure on ALL microphones shall produce positive pressure at ALL 
loudspeakers.”  It is the sound system contractor’s responsibility to correct all discrepancies 
found.  Test procedures and documentation of results shall be provided with the system 
documentation. 

 

3.07 COMMISSIONING 

A. The Audio Contractor will provide a technician to assist the Consultant during the 
commissioning of the system.  The technician will be ready and available to make any 
necessary adjustments or repairs to the system that the Consultant finds in error of the 
specification. 

B. The Audio Contractor will have on hand all installation documentation and equipment 
manuals.  The Audio Contractor will have the necessary tools available for any adjustment or 
repairs.   

C. Once the system is commissioned, the Audio Contractor will provide final As-built documents 
to the Consultant for review.  These documents will reflect the true condition of the system 
after commissioning.   

END OF SECTION 28 5450 
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SECTION 28 5455 – AUDO SPEAKERS 
 

 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

 

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES 

A. Parts and equipment required for audio speakers and speakers supports.  
 

1.02 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A. The speakers shall be installed and configured to provide maximum coverage in each room.  
B. Install to allow maintenance to all speakers.  
C. Each speaker in an open ceiling shall be equipped with an aircraft cable safety cable. 

 

1.03 COORDINATION 
A. Coordinate the location of all racks, cabinets, and audio equipment 
B. Coordinate with other Contractors who are doing work in the ceiling space. Coordinate the 

installation of all cables, speakers, etc., with the locations of other services. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

 

2.01 IN-CEILING SPEAKERS 
A. There are numerous type of speakers, and there are numerous applications for each of those 

speakers. The Contractor shall refer to the drawings and identify which speakers shall be 
installed for the most complete and well-designed sound enhancement system. 

B. Small speaker -Drop ceiling mount. 
1. Speaker shall have a 4-inch low frequency transducer with a waveguide coupled Ti 

tweeter. 
2. Frequency response shall be 65 to 20,000 Hz at -10dB. 
3. Speaker shall have 70-volt transformer taps with 30 watts being the top end. 
4. Long term power handling shall be 80 watts with peak of 320 watts at 8 ohms 
5. Sensitivity shall be 86 dB SPL at 1 meter with 1 watt of pink noise. 
6. Speaker shall be fully enclosed with a screen-grill and shall be white in color. 
7. Each speaker shall be equipped with a mount and hardware that provides for its 

installation in the drop ceiling.  
8. Speaker shall be Electro-voice #C4.2 or equal. 

 

2.02 PENDANT MOUNT SPEAKERS 
A. Open Ceiling suspended speaker-SMALL 

1. For large areas that require high quality audio 
2. Speakers shall be supported from building structure on the manufacturers 

recommended mount. Provide conduit and mounting hardware to support from 
structure. This shall include unistrut and threaded rod where required. 

3. Speaker shall have 8” coaxial cone driver that provides 90 degree coverage with a 
19mm tweeter 

4. Frequency response shall be 70hz to 20,000 Hz  
5. Speaker shall have 70-volt transformer taps with 16 watts being the top end. 
6. Sensitivity shall be 88 dB SPL at 1 meter with 1 watt of pink noise. 
7. Speaker shall be fully enclosed and white in color. 
8. Each speaker shall be equipped with a mount and hardware that provides for its 

installation in a secure manner  
9. Speakers shall be Atlas IED #PM4FA-WH/B depending on ceiling color or equal. 
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PART 3 - EXECUTION 

 

3.01 EXAMINATION 
A. Location of the communications infrastructure shall be finalized in the communications room 

prior to installation.  
B. Locate all speakers and ceiling types where speakers are to be installed, Review prior to 

ordering and provide correct speakers and speaker mounting hardware 
C. Where speakers are mounted from the ceiling or other structure the contractor shall provide 

all mounting hardware and misc. hardware. 
D. If any changes from the drawings are required, the Contractor shall submit a proposed layout 

of the speakers to the designer for approval prior to installation. 
 

3.02 IN-CEILING SPEAKERS 
A. In-Ceiling speakers shall be mounted flush with the ceiling. 
B. The Contractor shall provide all equipment required to flush mount the speaker into the drop 

ceiling or plaster ceiling. Refer to reflected ceiling plan for ceiling type. 
C. Contractor shall work with the Engineer and ceiling installer to locate all speakers where other 

equipment will not impede the installation.  
D. Where the manufacturer provides a T-bar support for the speaker, the Contractor shall 

provide and install the support in drop ceiling installations. 
E. Speaker wire shall not lay on the ceiling. All speaker wire shall route through conduit, tray or 

J-hooks. 
F. The Contractor shall leave a coil of speaker wire in the ceiling to allow lowering of the speaker 

for maintenance and removal. 
G. The Contractor shall work with the manufacturer to determine the best layout of the speakers, 

and shall submit that layout for review prior to installation. The Engineer shall approve the 
installation prior to installation. 

H. After installation, the entire system shall be tested, and it shall be demonstrated that each 
speaker is connected and in good working order. 

I. It shall be further demonstrated that all audio can be easily heard throughout each room 
where speakers have been installed. 

J. Contractor shall provide all speaker wire and connectors required to connect the system. 
K. Ensure that all speakers have been connected to the correct amplifier. 
L. For speakers in the commons area, the contractor shall install a safety strap that consists of 

an aircraft cable attached to the structure and the speaker housing. 

3.03 WALL OR OPEN CEILING SPEAKERS 

A. Speakers hung from the ceiling shall be positioned to provide full coverage of the area. 
B. The Contractor shall suspend speaker from the ceiling where shown on the drawings. The 

Contractor shall be responsible for installing the speakers at the correct angle to fully cover 
the area. 
1. Complete all calculations to aim all speakers and fully cover the area evenly with audio. 
2. Provide all hardware from manufacturer and misc. hardware required to mount the 

speakers from the building structure. 
C. Contractor shall provide all the equipment required for mounting each speaker. Use 

manufacturer’s recommended supports when possible. 
D. Align speaker so that they provide full coverage of the area.  
E. The Contractor shall leave a coil of speaker wire in the ceiling to allow lowering of the speaker 

for maintenance and removal. 
F. The Contractor shall work with the manufacturer to determine the best layout of the speakers, 

and shall submit that layout for review prior to installation. The Engineer shall approve the 
layout prior to installation. 

G. After installation, the entire system shall be tested, and it shall be demonstrated that each 
speaker is in connected and in good working order. 

H. It shall be further demonstrated that all audio can be easily heard throughout each room 
where speakers have been installed. 

I. Contractor shall provide all speaker wire and connectors required to connect the system. 
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J. Ensure that all speakers have been connected to the correct amplifier. 
K. Where speakers are exterior installed the cabling shall be weatherproof and all connectors 

shall be weatherproof 
 

END OF SECTION 28 5453 
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SECTION 28 5470 – AV CABLING 
 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

 

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES 
A. This section includes parts and equipment required for installation, termination, and testing of 

user communications cables.   
 

1.02 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A. Cabling and infrastructure shall be fully installed and connected and labeled. 
B. Products and installation detailed in this section shall comply with all applicable requirements. 
 

1.03 COORDINATION 
A. All cables shall be coordinated with the installation of the telecommunications raceways. 
B. Coordinate all cables with the furniture to be installed in the building. Make any adjustments 

prior to cable being installed. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

 

2.01 AUDIO CABLING  
A. Audio Cables 

1. Cable to be used for connection of the Audio between devices. 
2. Cables in the ceiling shall be plenum rated. 

a. Where noted the audio shall be terminated onto the back of a connector at the 
faceplate. 

b. Coordinate cable terminations with the devices to which they will connect. 
c. Label each cable at each termination point for the device at the other end of the 

cable. Include port number. 
B. Speaker Wire: 

1. The Contractor shall size the speaker wire for the distance between the amplifier and 
the speaker, as well as the impedance of the speaker. 

2. Speaker wire resistance shall not exceed 7 percent of the speakers’ impedance. 
3. Speaker wire shall be no smaller than 18 AWG. 
4. Speaker wire shall be high conductivity, copper cable. Cable shall be of single pair, 

stranded construction. Cable shall be 2 parallel cables, black in color and 1 of the 
conductors shall be marked for identification at each end. 

5. Cable shall be a minimum of 99.95 percent copper. 
6. Provide plenum rated wire when the cable will route through a plenum area. Contractor 

shall be responsible for identifying plenum areas. 
7. Speaker cables for these systems shall be homeruns from the speaker to the terminal 

strip. There shall be no splices in the cable. 
a. 18 AWG plenum Speaker cable shall be West Penn #25224B 
b. 16 AWG plenum Speaker cable shall be West Penn #25225B 
c. 14 AWG plenum Speaker cable shall be West Penn #25226B 
d. 12 AWG plenum Speaker cable shall be West Penn #25227B 

C. Microphone bulk cable: 
1. Microphone cable shall be for use with all types of microphones. 
2. Each microphone cable to be terminated in the field shall have 4 conductors of which 

two are used for each terminal on an XLR connector. 
3. Cable shall contain 4 stranded, 24 AWG conductors covered with a braided shield with 

a minimum of 75 percent coverage. 
4. Microphone cable shall be yellow in color. 
5. Microphone cable, Riser rated shall be Belden 1800B or equivalent. 
6. Microphone cable, Plenum rated shall be Belden 1801B or equivalent. 
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7. All microphone cable shall be terminated with 3-pin XLR connectors. Connectors shall 
be Neutrik #NC3MX or equivalent. 

D. Line Level Audio 
1. To connect audio equipment at line level the contractor shall provide cables for 

connection. 
2. Where bulk cable is used for phoenix style connectors the contractor shall provide 

single-pair stranded audio cable. 
3. Microphone cable shall be 24 AWG (7x32) tinned copper 

a. Overall Shield with 100% coverage 
b. Plenum rated cable shall be Belden #1801B 
c. Non-Plenum shall be Belden 1800B 
d. Underground Audio line-level cable shall be Belden #5500F1 

2.02 VIDEO CABLING 
A. HDMI cables 

1. Where cables route through a drop ceiling the cables shall be plenum rated. 
2. Cables shall be of sufficient size to carry the signal over the distance required. 
3. Cables to connect device to device shall be HDMI male to male. 
4. At the locations where the cables route into devices at the desk or shelf the contractor 

shall provide short, flexible male to female cables. 
5. Standard HDMI cables shall be no longer than 35’. 

B. Active HDMI cables 
1. Where the HDMI cable will be longer than 35’ the contractor shall provide Active HDMI 

cables or UTP/STP cabling and HDMI to CAT-6 transmitter/receiver. 
2. Active HDMI cables, Plenum shall be: 

a. 33ft Active Optical HDMI Cable Plenum Quiktron #2101-41370-033  
b. 50ft Active Optical HDMI Cable Plenum Quiktron #2101-41371-050  
c. 75ft Active Optical HDMI Cable Plenum Quiktron #2101-41372-075  
d. 100ft Active Optical HDMI Cable Plenum Quiktron #2101-41373-100 

3. CAT-6, 4 pair cabling shall be plenum rated unless specifically noted. 
a. Cat-6 UTP Cables for Audio/Video Connectivity shall be: 

A) Red in color, General Cable #7131804 or equal. 
B) White in color, General Cable #7131801 or equal. 
C) Black in color, General Cable #7131807 or equal. 

b. Cat-6 UTP Cables for USB Connectors shall be Orange in color, General Cable 
# 7131805 or equal. 

4. Ensure that cable passes all CAT-6 tests after installation. 

2.03 PATCH CABLES 
A. Contractor shall provide all patch cables and gender changers required for a complete 

system. 
B. Provide all flexible connections for video HDMI connections where required to connect to a 

device and the long-distance HDMI cable is not flexible enough. 
C. All patch cables between devices that hard-wire between devices shall be labeled at each 

end detailing which device they connect to at the other end. 
D. Provide tabletop and device side patch cables for connection of all devices at the conference 

room tables etc. 
E. Patch cables shall be provided at each faceplate or tabletop device and all connections at the 

plate. Shall be no shorter than: 
1. 8’ for top of table connection to table mounted plates 
2. 15’ for connection from table to wall mounted plates. 
 

2.04 PLATES AND CONNECTORS 
A. Faceplate connectors for Audio and Video shall be provided. 

1. Faceplates shall be modular and shall support all AV and data connections as shown 
in the drawings. 
a. Plates shall be custom made and mounted as required for complete connectivity 
b. Label each faceplate for the device to which it is to connect. 
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2. HDMI outlet shall be utilized for connection of the video images.  
a. Blank HDMI pass thru faceplate module shall be Hubbell #IMBDS1OW  
b. HDMI tail, female to female shall be Hubbell #HDMIT1 
c. HDMI cable shall be a plenum rated cable and shall be pre-terminated at the 

factory. This shall be a custom length as required to connect to the plate and 
directly to the device.  

B. Custom AV Plate 
1. The contractor shall install a custom AV plate as per the drawings. 
2. Equip with the connectors and cables as required to pass all signals as per the 

drawings and design intent. 
3. Each plate shall be custom screen printed to show the type of connection and routing 

of the cable. 
4. Submit the faceplate design for review by the designer. 
5. Take note of the raceway the plate will be installed inside of and design to fit in the 

specified raceway. 
6. Shall be ProCo or equal. 

C. Cable covering Nylon Mesh 
1. To connect the faceplate on the wall to the desk or cabinet or other device install a 

flexible, semi-rigid, split braid.  
2. Install all AV and data cables thru through a nylon mesh cable cover. 
3. Mesh cover shall be flexible and shall be tie wrapped to the cables at each end. 
4. Nylon Mesh shall be Tech Flex #F6Nx.xx series or equal. 
5. Shall be White at the projector, black as it transitions from wall to desk or lectern. 

2.05 CABLE INSTALLATION TOOLS 

A. All cables shall be supported in the ceiling a minimum of every 5 feet. Support can be provided 
by installing cable inside cable tray or conduit, or by installing J-hooks every 5 feet. 
1. J-hooks shall provide a smooth steel or plenum rated plastic, support for cables as 

they route through the ceiling. 
2. Steel supports shall have a galvanized finish. 
3. Steel, UL listed, ultimate static load limit 50 pounds rated to support Category 5e and 

higher cables, and optical fiber cables.  
4. If required, assemble to manufacturer recommended specialty fasteners, including 

beam clips and flange clips. 
5. Acceptable products shall be: 

a. CADDY #CAT HP series with retainer hooks. 
b. CADDY #CAT-CM SERIES 

6. Provide with interfaces and clamps required to support J-Hooks from the building 
structure. 

7. Provide threaded rod and associated hardware required to support all J-Hooks 
B. Firestopping shall be completed inside and around all conduits after cable installation. 

Firestop for the area between the cable and the edge of the conduit shall be Nelson No. FSP, 
CLK or LBS+. Contractor shall install the best firestop for each individual installation. 
1. Firestop shall be installed with regard to local and national building codes. 
2. The firestop shall be a putty like substance that expands under heat and will not allow 

flame to pass for a designated period of time. 
3. Firestop shall conform to all NEC, NFPA, and UL requirements. 
4. Some wall pass-thru’s are shown on the drawings. The Contractor shall utilize these 

where possible.  
5. Where the contractor must install cables through a wall where there is no pass-thru 

already provided, the Contractor shall be responsible for installing a fire-rated pass-
thru and fire-stopping the conduit after cable installation. 
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PART 3 - EXECUTION 

 

3.01 EXAMINATION 
A. Examine all pathways prior to installation of all cables.  

1. Identify locations of all user conduits and backboxes prior to cable installation.  
2. Walk thru the building during construction and identify all boxes 
3. Coordinate installation of height of all boxes with the raceway installer. 

3.02 PREPARATION 

A. Locate main path for all cables and install J-hooks where cable tray is not provided. 
B. Coordinate with other trades to install a clear, straight path down major corridors for the 

routing of user cables back to the communications closet. 
C. Meet with construction manager to understand timing of ceiling grid and drop ceiling tiles. 
D. Meet with electrical contractor to understand power installation schedule. 

3.03 AUDIO AND VIDEO CABLE INSTLLATION 

A. All AV cabling shall be installed according to TIA/EIA 568 standards, including all updates 
and addenda. 
1. When installing AV cables, care shall be taken to avoid crimping or bending the cable 

past the manufacturer’s recommended bend radius. 
2. During installation, the cables shall not be pulled across the ceiling tiles or the structure 

of the building. This may cause damage to the cable jacket. 
3. Adhere to all pulling tensions and bend radii during installation. Excessive pulling or 

bending can cause the cable to fail tests after installation. Any cable that does not pass 
the intended signal after installation shall be fixed or replaced at the Contractor’s 
expense. 

4. All cables shall route neatly in the ceiling. Whether they route in cable tray or J-hooks, 
the cables shall be neat and orderly. 

5. Install J-hooks and other cable supports to support all cables for the AV systems. 
a. In Gyms and cafeteria’s, the contractor shall hide the speaker cable in the 

building steel whenever possible. 
6. Support all cables at a minimum of every 5 feet. 
7. Provide a short coil of extra cable where the cable enters the vertical conduit. The coil 

shall consist of no less than 1-1/2 feet. 
8. Provide enough slack in the backbox, to fully remove the faceplate and jack and allow 

work to be done on the cable. 
9. When installing cables in the communications room and AV cabinets, all cable shall 

route neatly through the cable tray and cable ladder and along the side of the cabinets.  
a. Install cable routing panels in the cabinets and racks where required. 

10. When transitioning from the ceiling area to the rack or cabinet, all cable shall route 
through conduits or be attached to vertical section of cable ladder.  
a. The Contractor shall provide the conduits shown and any additional conduits or 

cable ladder required to neatly transition cables from the ceiling to the rack. 
11. Cables shall route down each side of a rack for termination. Split each panel into 2 

sides. 
12. All speaker cables shall be terminated on a terminal strip. 

a. Attach this terminal strip to the wall or to a panel in the rack cabinet. 
b. Identify each speaker cables at the terminal strip and on each side of the strip 
c. Install patch cables from terminal strip to the amplifiers. Label the speaker cable 

at the amplifier 
13. When terminating cables, ensure that the smallest amount of jacket is removed from 

the final termination point of the cables. 
14. Provide a service loop of the cables on the wall or to side of cabinet. The loop shall 

extend no less than 1 foot below the termination point on the patch panel. Route the 
cables 1 foot below the device, and then back up to the device. This will provide room 
for future moves and additions to the rack. 
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15. Each cable shall have a self-adhesive, self-laminating, laser printed label at each end. 
The label shall show the device the cable attached to.   
a. Labels shall be installed no more than 4 inches from the termination point of the 

cable. 

3.04 FACEPLATE/CUSTOM PLATE INSTALLATION 
A. Faceplates/custom plates shall be mounted straight and level with the floor and walls of the 

building. 
1. Jacks and/or connectors shall be terminated to the appropriate cable and inserted in 

the correct orientation into the faceplate prior to the mounting of the faceplate. 
2. Each connector shall have a laser-printed or engraved/painted label detailing what it 

connects to. 
3. Cable slack shall be stored behind the faceplate in such a way that allows the minimum 

bend radius of the cables to be maintained as per the following:  
4. Care shall be taken when mounting the faceplate to avoid crimping or kinking the 

cables. 
5. Equip with all connectors and pass thru’s shown on the drawings. 
6. Provide a cutsheet on the custom plates as part of the submittal process. Get designer 

approval prior to ordering and labeling. 

3.05 PATCH CABLE INSTALLATION. 
A. The contractor shall provide and install all patch cables and gender changes and baluns as 

required for complete system connectivity. 
B. Install patch cables from the table or floorbox to the tabletop for connection of the systems. 
C. Provide and install any DVI or Display port to HDMI devices for transmission of the AV signals 

1. Connect each device to the plate or other device with patch cables and interconnection 
cables. 

2. Keep all patch cables short where possible unless otherwise noted on the drawings. 
Large coils of extra patch cables are not required. 

3. Where there are two of the same type of cables routing to one device, provide different 
color cables or provide different color tape at each end of each cable. 

3.06 CABLE MESH 

A. Nylon Mesh. 
1. At each lectern location, the contractor shall install the patch cables between the wall 

faceplate and the lectern inside a mesh cable sleeve. 
2. At the projector install the cables from the backbox or drop ceiling through the mesh. 

Match color of wall when possible. 
a. The contractor shall route all cables through the nylon mesh. This includes all 

data and AV cables. 
b. Install the power cable inside the mesh. 
c. Tie wrap the nylon mesh at each end. 

 
 
END OF SECTION 28 5470 
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SECTION 28 6100 – TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES ENTIRE SPEC IS NEW. 

A. Parts and equipment required for a complete Telephone System.  

1.02 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

A. The owner requires a telephone system to serve their staff. 
B. The telephone system shall be a VoIP type telephone system.  
C. Handsets shall be as per the specifications. Shall be IP and powered via Power over Ethernet 

unless specifically noted. 
D. The contractor shall consider the owner’s needs, overall cost and overall usability of the 

system in presenting their solution as part of the bid.  
E. Entire Telephone system shall be installed so that access is provided to all components, for 

general maintenance and repair. 
F. All components of the Telephone system and the surrounding telephone system components 

and interconnects shall work together to form a cohesive and complete infrastructure. 

1.03 COORDINATION 

A. Coordinate telephone system installation with the data networks and cabling systems. 
1. Install new cabling as required and as shown on the drawings. 

B. In these specifications the words “telephone system”, “system” and “PBX” shall be 
interchangeable, and shall refer to the Telephone System and all its components. 

C. In these specifications the words “station”, “telephone”, “handset” and “set” shall be 
interchangeable, and shall refer to any telephone set. 

D. Coordinate with telephone signal service providers. 

PART 2 - MANUFACTURERS 

2.01 MANUFACTURED PRODUCT 
A. Manufacturer of the Telephone System shall be by: 

1. Shore Tel  
2. No others are allowed as this Shoretel system is in place throughout the district. 

B. System and handsets shall be in current manufacture and shall not be scheduled for end of 
life for at least five years.  

C. The availability of support shall be guaranteed by the manufacturer for a period of no less 
than 5 years. 

D. All components of the system shall be newly manufactured products. Re-manufactured, 
refurbished or show-floor equipment is not permissible.  

E. Each component of the Telephone system shall adhere to all ANSI, EIA/TIA, ISO, NFPA and 
NEC articles and standards that may apply. 

F. The system shall be able to be mounted directly in standard 19” relay racks. The contractor 
shall provide all mounting hardware and racks required for a complete installation if the 
existing racks are not sufficient. 

G. The system shall be installed with the latest revision of all hardware and software supported 
by the manufacturer; as of the date of the cut-over plan delivery. 

2.02 TRUNK REQUIREMENTS 

A. The system shall be an expansion of the existing system and shall utilize the owners PRI 
lines that are located at the data center. 

B. Connections between the local device shall be through the IP network and an analog line to 
the PSTN. 
1. All incoming and outgoing calls except 911 calls shall be directed out the PRI 

C. Incoming lines for failover and 911 calling at each building 
1. At each building, there shall be a remote telephone system appliance that is located in 

the communications room. 
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2. The telephone appliance shall be directly connected to the PSTN via one (1) local 
POTS lines (Standard Business telephone line from PSTN). These are for 911 
emergency outgoing calls if the PRI is not operational and also for power transfer lines. 

3. All necessary equipment shall be provided for the interface of the telephone system 
appliance to the incoming lines from the LEC.   

4. One of the incoming lines shall be connected to act as a Power Failure Transfer (PFT) 
line in the case of the telephone system being interrupted. Provide PFT hardware and 
analog telephone. 
a. Connect this telephone line to the Red Phone in the building. 

5. The telephone system at each school shall provide a paging circuit to the audio paging 
system at the building. Provide and connect a circuit to the paging system. 

6. The fire alarm system requires an analog telephone line at each building. Connect 
these through the telephone appliance. 

7. Provide a minimum of four (4) analog circuits out of the telephone system appliance at 
each building. 

8. All incoming DID numbers shall be local area numbers. 

2.03 TELEPHONE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS  
A. Provide a Shoretel Shoregear 90 
B. Provide rack mounting equipment for the telephone system and all telephone system 

appliances. Racks are existing in each communications room. 
C. The Contractor shall provide all power supply systems for the telephone switch. 

1. The Owner shall provide the AC power via local receptacle panel to the rack.  
2. Contractor shall provide a Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) for the telephone 

system equipment itself.  
a. See drawings for UPS quantity and location. 

D. Telephone system shall be tied directly to the Telecommunications Main Ground Bar (TMGB) 
in the Communications room.  
1. Ground connection shall be made with a minimum of a #12 AWG cable. Connect the 

cable to the telephone system and the TMGB shall be made only with crimp style lugs. 
2. All ground cables shall be green in color or wrapped with green tape at each end. 

E. The telephone system shall be capable of connecting the quantity of telephone sets as shown 
on the drawings plus an expansion factor. 
1. Quantity of telephone sets shall be as shown on the drawings plus expansion factor. 

a. Provide Licenses for all telephones shown on the floorplans and detailed 
drawings. 

2.04 REMOTE SURVIVABILITY  

A. In the event that the wide area data network fails, the telephone system at each building shall 
automatically failover to local switching and route all calls out the local PSTN analog lines. 

B. When network connectivity is re-established the system shall automatically re-connect and 
allow centralize switching and management of all telephone calls. 

C. IF E911 calling via the PRI is not implemented then all 911 calls shall be routed out the local 
lines to ensure addressing through the local DSO lines 

D. The Red-phone emergency line shall work during normal system operation and when the 
system has failed and even when all power and UPS power is unavailable. 

2.05 UPS SYSTEM 
A. Contractor shall provide a UPS in each Communications room where the telephone switch or 

remote survivable gateway is installed. The UPS shall be used to keep telephones running in 
case of a power outage.  

B. The rack mount UPS shall be sized to provide power to the telephone switch/gateway. 
C. Input shall be: 

1. 120V AC  
2. Input Frequency: 50/60 Hz +/- 3 Hz (auto sensing). 
3. Input Connections: NEMA 5-15P. 
4. Cord Length:  6 feet (1.83 meters). 
5. Input voltage range for main operations 82 - 144V. 
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D. Output: 
1. Nominal Output Voltage: 120V. 
2. Output Voltage Distortion: Less than 5 percent at full load. 
3. Output Frequency: (sync to mains) 47 - 53 Hz for 50 Hz nominal, 57 - 63 Hz for 60 Hz 

nominal. 
4. Crest Factor:  Up to 5:1. 
5. Waveform Type: Sine wave. 
6. Output Connections: NEMA 5-15R. 

E. Batteries and Runtime: 
1. Typical Backup Time at Full Load shall be 10 minutes.  

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.01 EXAMINATION 
A. The Contractor shall make themselves aware of the site prior to submission of the Bid 

Response. 
B. Contractor shall be aware of the Local Exchange Carrier that currently provides service(s) to 

the Owner.  
C. Contractor shall make themselves aware of the services the LEC can provide to the Owner 

currently and of any planned upgrades to the service in the near future. 

3.02 PREPARATION 
A. Each location where a portion of the telephone system shall be placed shall be identified and 

reviewed prior to installation of the components.  
B. All work shall be done by trained professionals with a history of work on the equipment being 

installed. 
C. The Contractor shall provide all hardware, software, cable, connecting blocks, electronics, 

configuration and labor required for a complete and operating system. 
D. The Contractor shall work with the LEC and LD carrier during system configuration to ensure 

a successful cutover to the new system. 

3.03 STATION INTERVIEWS 

A. The Contractor shall complete in depth interviews with administrators and managers/users at 
each building to gather info about telephone set requirements, attendant consoles, DID 
numbers, etc. 

B. The Contractor shall meet with the Owner’s representatives to review the information that will 
be gathered during the interviews. 
1. The Owner and Contractor shall work together to decide upon a list of questions to 

ask, and a list of services that shall be made available to each individual group. 
2. The Owner and Contractor shall be in consensus of the questions and services prior 

to the interviews beginning.  
C. In addition, the information gathered shall include, but not be limited to the following: 

1. Hunt Groups 
2. Station set requirement 
3. Extension numbers 
4. Room numbers/names 
5. Caller ID data 
6. DID numbers 
7. Rollover calls within a group 
8. Multiple line appearances at people’s desks 
9. Paging system connectivity and numbering. 

D. Information from the station interviews shall be collected and then the Contractor shall 
schedule a meeting with the owner’s IT department or their representative.  
1. The meeting will be to discuss the finding of the station interviews and make decisions 

on implementation. 
2. The Contractor shall be prepared to list all the requirements of the users, and provide 

totals on each different setup requested by the users.  
3. Totals shall be provided for hunt groups, DID numbers, Attendant consoles etc. 
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4. The Owner shall have the final decision making power regarding what services are 
available to what groups. 

3.04 TELEPHONE SYSTEM PLACEMENT 

A. The Contractor shall be responsible for the placement of the telephone system and all its 
components in the assigned Communications Room. 
1. Install the telephone system into the existing racks. 
2. Provide a patch cord organizer at each telephone system appliance at each building. 
3. Connect the telephone system to the data network and the incoming POTS lines or 

PRI lines at each building. 
4. Mark the incoming cables for the number that is given by the LEC. 
5. Connect the telephone system to the UPS in each building. 

B. Final location of telephone system shall be based on agreement between the Contractor and 
the Owner.  

C. Place each telephone at the desk or at the wall. Install a drop cord as shown on the drawings. 

3.05 CABLING 
A. The Contractor shall be responsible for providing and installing all the patch cabling required 

for a complete system.  
1. Review drawings for cabling requirements. 

B. For IP telephones, all cabling from the telephone system shall route to the Ethernet switches 
to the patch panels. 
1. All patch cords shall be installed to connect the Ethernet switch to the user cables. All 

patch cords shall be CAT-6 rated for IP telephones.  
2. Provide a patch cable for each telephone installed. 

C. At the station end, the Contractor shall provide new drop cords for connecting each telephone 
set to the outlet on the wall. 
1. Drop cables shall be CAT-6 cables. 
2. Drop cables shall be of adequate length to connect the new phone to the existing outlet 

or to the computer. Custom length drop cables are not required. See drawings for 
connectivity required. 

D. The Contractor shall be responsible for installation and connectivity of all the patch cables 
and cross-connects required for connectivity of all components of the telephone system. 

3.06 GROUNDING AND POWER 

A. The telephone system shall be connected to the Telecommunications Ground Bar (TGB) in 
the Communications Room. 
1. The Contractor shall tie the telephone system directly to the TGB with a minimum of a 

#12 AWG ground cable. 
2. All ground lugs shall be crimped onto the ground wire. 

B. Power will be available in the Communications room for the connection of the telephone 
switch and any associated UPS. 

C. Uninterruptible Power Supply: 
1. See UPS Specifications for requirements.  

3.07 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

A. The Contractor shall configure and install the telephone system as per the detailed 
specifications and the meetings with the owner. Work shall include everything listed below: 

B. Schedule configuration meetings with the owner. 
1. No less than four (4) meetings shall be scheduled with the owner to discuss the feature 

sets and capabilities of the system. 
2. Once the station interviews are completed, the information shall be used in the 

configuration meetings to decide what features will be provided to different individuals 
and groups. 

3. The Contractor shall provide the Owner with a thorough understanding of all the 
feature sets associated with the telephone system and their uses. The Owner shall 
have the final decision on what features are made available to which users or groups 
of users. 
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C. If a change in station numbering is required, the Contractor shall submit a proposed 
numbering plan to the Owner for review. 
1. The Owner shall meet with the Contractor and decide on a comprehensive station 

numbering plan for the organization.  
D. Contractor shall configure the system as per the specifications and discussions with the owner 

regarding the feature sets. 
1. Configure the system based on outcome of the station interviews and discussions with 

the owner. 
2. The telephone system shall be connected and configured a minimum of 1 week prior 

to cutover. 
3. The Contractor shall perform tests on each system prior to cutover. A station set shall 

be connected to each switch/telephone system and tested. A call shall be made from 
each survivable remote appliance to the main telephone system. 

4. Each feature set shall be tested and shall work prior to cutover.  
5. The Contractor shall demonstrate to the owner the working system and the ability to 

make calls between different stations prior to cutover. 
E. All software modules that are to be used for billing, record keeping, moves, adds and changes 

and call statistics shall be operational prior to cutover. 
1. The Contractor shall meet with the Owner and identify the features of any Call records 

software. 
2. The Owner and Contractor shall decide what reports and statements the software shall 

provide on a daily, weekly and monthly basis.  
3. The Contractor shall demonstrate the ability of the software to generate these reports 

prior to cutover. 
F. Survivable Remote Telephone Switch appliances 

1. At each building the contractor shall install a system to allow the remote building to 
continue outbound and inbound calls in case of a loss of network connectivity or 
connection to the main telephone switch. 

2. The survivable remote shall be connected to local POTS lines for inbound and 
outbound calling. 

3. Outbound 911 calls shall automatically be routed over the local POTS lines to facilitate 
911 addressing if E911 via the PRI lines or SIP trunks is not required. 

4. The contractor shall configure the system to automatically fail-over to local POTS lines 
when a loss of connectivity occurs. 

G. Setup of user accounts 
1. Each user account shall be configured in the system and each person assigned a voice 

mail account. 
2. Setup all unified messaging and integration required for the telephone system and 

email system. 
3. Configure each telephone so it is associated with an extension number and a specific 

user. 
4. Integrate each user extension with their Active Directory login. 

H. Setup of all attendant locations 
1. Configure the system to support all identified call attendants. 
2. Configure each attendant console to support the users they oversee/are connected to. 
3. Where an auto attendant is installed configure the attendant console to be able to 

control when the auto attendant is deployed. 
4. Populate the auto attendant console with the user extensions that they are to oversee. 

I. Reports 
1. Work with the owner to create monthly reports detailing the information identified by 

the owner as required. 
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3.08 DATA NETWORK CONFIGURATION 

A. The owner has an existing data network that shall be configured to support the telephone 
system. 

B. Network configuration: 
1. The telephone system provider shall meet with the owner and review the current 

system configuration and then generate a report that details: 
a. Existing configuration of the network 
b. Suggested VLANS and quality of service settings for each switch to support the 

VoIP telephone system 
2. Network switch provider shall configure the data network at each building and comm 

room so that it will support the telephone system 
3. Generate a final report detailing the ports on each switch that the telephone system 

and telephone sets are connected to and the specific network settings that are 
configured. 

 

3.09 WORK AREA  

A. The Contractor shall maintain a clean and orderly area to work in during system installation. 
1. The work areas shall be cleaned daily. All packing trash and other assorted junk items 

shall be removed at the end of each workday. 
2. Dust shall be kept to a minimum during the installation. All dust shall be removed prior 

to the cutover, and then again just prior to project closeout. 
3. The Owner and Engineer shall have access to the work area at any time during normal 

working hours. 
4. The Owner and Engineer have the right to stop work and seek answers to questions 

and concerns that may come up during the installation of the new telephone system.  

END OF SECTION 28 6100 
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SECTION 28 6120 – TELEPHONE SETS 
 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES 

A. This section Includes specifications and installation instructions for the user telephone 
(station) sets. 

B. Instructions are included on how to install and test the connectivity of user phones during and 
after cutover to a new telephone system. 

 

1.02 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

A. The systems described herein are connectivity products for communication through the 
telephone system. All systems, other than IP phones, shall be single pair connectivity 
systems. 

B. In these specifications, the words “station”, “telephone” “handset” and “set” shall be 
interchangeable, and shall refer to any telephone set. 

1.03 COORDINATION 
A. The installation of new products for the user shall be coordinated through the Owner’s IT 

department and the department where the new products are to be placed. 
B. The installation of new station sets shall be coordinated with the installation of the telephone 

system. 

PART 2 - MANUFACTURERS 

2.01 TELEPHONE SETS 
A. There shall be two (2) types of telephones installed as part of this contract 

1. Type A, Administrator/Classroom multi-line telephone with a display  
2. Type B, Standard one-line or more IP telephone with a display. 

B. The Contractor shall install the number of telephone sets at the buildings as shown on the 
drawings. The contractor shall in addition provide the following spare phones: 

Phone type Quantity of Spares 

Type A 3 

Type B 1 

 
C. All station sets shall be placed as per the user interviews and discussions with the Owner. 
D. All station sets shall be new sets. Each wired set shall be equipped with a handset connected 

to the base unit with a coiled cord. The cord shall be detachable from the handset and base 
unit. 

E. Type A telephone sets shall be Shoretel # IP480G 
F. Type B telephone sets shall be Shoretel #IP420G 
G. Provide a wall mount for each telephone in a classroom or shown as wall mounted 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.01 INSTALLATION 
A. The Contractor shall be responsible for the installation and connection of all telephone sets 

and telephone devices. 
B. Based on the station interviews completed prior to cutover, the Contractor shall place phone 

sets where required to provide complete connectivity of each user to the telephone system. 
C. All buttons for each phone shall be programmed by the Contractor to provide the required 

functionality of each station set. 
D. All phones shall have the pre-printed labels or configurable buttons installed/labeled prior to 

placing the phone in service. 
E. Telephones shall be set with the cords required to connect them to the user cable and 

associated jack. 
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F. Regular telephone sets shall be set on their desk, or installed on the wall for use. 
1. Prior to setting the telephones, the Contractor shall prepare a list of all the people who 

will be receiving phone sets, their location, and their extension number. 
2. Each set shall be pre-programmed for that extension and that person. 
3. Once the phone is set and connected the Contractor shall test the line. 
4. Review to see that the data and time appears if the set is a display set. 
5. Make a call to a centrally located operator and confirm that you are calling from the 

correct extension. 
6. Have the operator call you back at the extension number on the list and make sure 

that the phone rings. 
7. Check that the voice mail system is accessible from this station, and it is associated 

with a voice mailbox. 
8. Connect the associated PC to the Ethernet switch in the telephone and test that the 

PC has network connectivity. Reboot the PC and confirm connectivity. 
G. All phones once they are installed shall be tested for the correct extension, and for the correct 

connectivity. 
H. All sets mounted to a wall shall be securely mounted and there should be little chance of the 

set coming off the wall. 
I. Contractor shall provide updated as-built drawings showing the location of each extension. 
 

END OF SECTION 28 6120 
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SECTION 28 6200 – DATA NETWORK 
 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES 

A. Parts, equipment and configuration required for the data network and wireless electronics.  

1.02 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

A. The data network and all of its components shall be installed so that access is provided to all 
components for general maintenance and repair. 

B. The new network electronics shall connect to various existing fiber-optic connections and 
copper connections.  
1. The contractor shall provide and configure all the equipment required for connecting 

the data network equipment to the existing fiber-optic backbone and existing copper 
connections. 

2. The Contractor shall ensure that the data network is compatible with any routers, 
gateways and firewall provided by the Owner. Provide equipment and configuration 
required for complete connectivity of the existing servers and routers to the new 
network electronics. 

C. The new data network electronics shall be strategically placed throughout the building in 
existing telecommunication rooms.  See the detailed drawings for locations and quantities.  

D. The contractor shall be responsible for working with the owners, owner’s representative or 
other contractors for the configuration of the data network. This shall include, but not be 
limited to, all aspects of Security/Firewalls, VLANS, Traffic Shaping, IP Addressing, 
integration with servers, DHCP address assignments, traffic prioritization, routing and all other 
aspects of the configuration of the data electronics. 

E. The wireless network system shall include access points and a central wireless 
switch/manager and software to manage all access points. 

F. Contractor shall place access points at locations that will allow maximum coverage of the 
space. Contractor shall test connectivity on-site prior to installation and after installation. 

G. Contractor shall configure the network and wireless system with strict authentication/access 
codes based on the owners input for user rights. 

H. In these specifications the words “data network,” “data system,” network electronics” and 
“electronics” shall be interchangeable and shall refer to the data network system and 
electronics and all its components. 

1.03 COORDINATION 

A. Coordinate the location of the data network electronics with the Engineer and Owner as per 
the detailed drawings. 

B. Coordinate the configuration of the data network electronics for compatibility with WAN 
connections, ISD connectivity, addressing and routing and the telephone system. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.01 MANUFACTURED PRODUCT 

A. Manufacturer of the data network shall be one of the following: 
1.  Juniper 
2. No others will be accepted 

B. Provide Juniper #EX3300-48P. quantity as shown on the drawings. 

2.02 VERIFICATION OF NETWORK  
A. The contractor shall be required to fully review the existing infrastructure prior to cutover to 

the new system.  
B. The Contractor shall verify that space is available in existing racks/cabinets for all new 

network electronics equipment.  
C. All network equipment shall mount in standard 19” relay racks or cabinets.  
D. All patch cables required for the entire connectivity of the data network shall be provided and 

installed by the contractor.  
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E. The overall intent of the data network is to provide a high-speed Ethernet based system for 
connecting all the users to their applications, telephones, files, cameras and the Internet while 
providing management of all aspects of the user connectivity through the management of the 
system. 

F. All electronics provided for the system shall be from the same manufacturer and shall be fully 
supported by the management system provided by the contractor. 

2.03 PATCH CABLES  
A. The Contractor shall be responsible for providing and installing all the cabling required for a 

complete system. 
B. This shall include all new fiber patch cables for connection of the electronics as required. 
C. All user ports installed and connected to users shall have new patch cables installed by the 

contractor. 
D. Factory produced patch cables shall be used for connection of all data cables at each rack or 

cabinet. 
1. All patch cables connecting end-user devices shall be blue in color. 
2. All copper patch cables connecting switches to switches shall be yellow in color. 
3. All copper patch cables connecting switches to servers shall be black in color. 
4. All copper patch cables connecting security cameras shall be green in color. 
5. Copper patch cords for connection of Wireless Access Points shall be yellow in color. 
6. Patch cables shall be provided in various lengths. Overly long patch cables shall not 

be provided. Match the length of the patch cord to the distance between the user switch 
port and the patch panel. 

7. Consult with the Engineer prior to patch cord installation. The Engineer will detail how 
cords shall be routed between components in the rack. 

E. Ensure adequate strain relief for any fiber or copper patch cable supplied. 
F. Provide cable management in all supplied racks and cabinets.  

1. Provide vertical and horizontal cable management for any equipment (racks, cabinets, 
or switches) supplied as a part of this specification or contract. 

2. Horizontal cable management shall run the entire length of the rack or cabinet. 
3. Vertical cable management shall be mounted in the rack where existing management 

does not exist 
4. Wire-ties and plastic cable-ties are not acceptable in any form for the purpose of patch-

cable management.   
5. Two-sided Velcro is the only acceptable method for bundling and securing patch 

cables. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.01 EXAMINATION 
A. The Contractor shall make themselves aware of the site prior to submission of the Bid 

Response. 

3.02 PREPARATION 

A. Each location where equipment of the data network will be placed shall be identified and 
reviewed prior to installation of the components. The Contractor shall notify the Owner of any 
upgrades to the electrical and structural (rack/cabinet) systems required to support the data 
electronics. 

B. All work shall be done by trained professionals with a history of work on the equipment being 
installed. 

C. The Contractor shall provide all hardware, software, cable, connecting blocks, electronics, 
configuration, and labor required for a complete and operating system. 

3.03 USER CONNECTIVITY 
A. The Contractor shall meet with the owner as soon as the project is begun to discuss 

connectivity of the new data electronics to PC users, telephones, cameras and printers at the 
various communications rooms within the building. 

B. The contractor shall provide a minimum of the detailed quantity of Ethernet ports shown on 
the drawings. 
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C. When the new electronics are installed, the contractor shall provide all new patch cables for 
all connectivity in the rack/cabinet between network electronics. 

3.04 ELECTRONICS PLACEMENT 
A. The Contractor shall be responsible for the placement of the data electronics and all of its 

components in the assigned Communications Rooms. 
B. Contractor shall consult with the owner about electronics placement prior to cutover. 
C. All equipment shall be secured in communication racks using the maximum number of screws 

as holes provided by vendor equipment.  

3.05 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
A. The Contractor shall configure and install the data network as per the detailed specifications 

and the configuration meetings with the Owner. 
1. Meetings shall be scheduled with the Owner to discuss the configurations of all 

electronics and the capabilities of the system. 
2. The owner shall be made aware of all the capabilities of the data network electronics 

and all possible configurations and shall be able to decide all aspects of the 
programming and configuration.  

3. The Contractor shall generate a report on the requirements of the owner and shall 
program and configure all the data electronics to meet the owner’s needs. All costs 
associated with the meetings and programming are to be included in the bid. 

4. From the meetings the owner and contractor shall generate a plan for all configuration 
issues of the data network including but not limited to: 
a. IP Numbering Scheme 
b. VLAN settings 
c. Quality of Service (QoS) settings 
d. Network Prioritization 
e. New data connections. 
f. Wireless connectivity for Visitors and Administrators. 
g. Security Cameras and servers. 

B. The owner shall be able to be involved in all aspects of the configuration.  
C. The network electronics shall be configured with complex authentication credentials 

(passwords). 
D. The network electronics shall NOT be configured with default usernames, default passwords 

or default SNMP community strings. 
E. Configured SNMP community strings shall be protected via an access control list such that 

only the NMS and Owner selected IP addresses can perform SNMP queries. 
F. The network electronics shall be configured to synchronize internal clocks to a designated 

internal NTP server. 
G. The network electronics shall be configured with the same time zone settings and said time 

zone shall be the local time zone in Michigan. 
H. Setup the network to prioritize Voice traffic. 
I. Configure the system to allow connection of Security cameras and the access control system 

to their own VLAN. 
J. Configure the system to allow connection of IP telephones and the associated PC’s. The 

traffic from the telephone shall be able to be routed via a separate VLAN than the data traffic 
that comes through the same connection. 

K. Configure the system to allow connection of the Wireless Access points throughout the 
system. 

L. Setup the system to support and segment Bonjour (Apple TV) traffic to ensure transmission 
of the video information. 

M. Configure the system to allow connection of IP telephones and the associated PC’s. The 
traffic from the telephone shall be able to be routed via a separate VLAN than the data traffic 
that comes through the same connection. 

N. Configure the system to allow connection of the Wireless Access points throughout the 
system. 

 

3.06 LABELING 
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A. All supplied devices shall have a label affixed in a visible location on the front and rear of the 
equipment. 
1. The label shall identify the switch name and IP address. 

B. All labels shall be machine printed. 

3.07 WORK AREA  
A. The Contractor shall provide a clean and orderly area to work in during system installation. 

1. The work areas shall be cleaned daily. All packing trash and other assorted junk items 
shall be removed at the end of each workday. 

2. Dust shall be kept to a minimum during the installation. All dust shall be removed prior 
to the cutover, and then again just prior to project closeout. 

3. The Owner and Engineer shall have access to the work area at any time during normal 
working hours. 

4. The Owner and Engineer have the right to stop work and seek answers to questions 
and concerns that may come up during the installation of the new date network.  

END OF SECTION 28 6200 
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SECTION 28 6250 – WIRELESS 
 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES 

A. Parts, equipment and configuration required for wireless data network electronics.  
 

1.02 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A. The wireless network and all of its components shall be installed so that access is provided 

to all components for general maintenance and repair. 
B. The owner wishes to install a wireless data network to serve wireless devices throughout the 

building. 
1. The contractor shall provide and configure all the equipment required for connecting 

the wireless network throughout the building. 
2. The wireless controller is existing. Add the new WAP’s to the controller. Provide 

additional licensing. 
3. The wireless network shall be configured to allow staff connectivity to the network while 

allowing visitors access to the internet. Provide separate logons and separate rules for 
each type of user 

C. Complete a site visit and wireless audit of the buildings prior to installation to maximize 
wireless access point locations. 
1. Software estimation of the WAP locations is sufficient prior to installation. 

D. Contractor shall place access points at locations that will allow maximum coverage of the 
space. Contractor shall test connectivity on-site after installation. 

E. Contractor shall configure the network and wireless system with strict authentication/access 
codes based on the owners input for user rights. 

F. Provide an onsite- survey after WAP installation and provide a report and heat maps to the 
owner for their records. 

 

1.03 COORDINATION 
A. Coordinate the location of the data network electronics with the Engineer and Owner as per 

the detailed drawings. 
B. Coordinate the configuration of the data network electronics for compatibility with WAN 

connections, addressing and routing. 
C. Work with the cabling contractor to direct them in the actual location of the cables to be 

terminated and coiled 

PART 2 - GENERAL 

2.01 MANUFACTURED PRODUCT 
A. Approved manufacturers for wireless access points and wireless controller are: 

1. Aerohive 
2. No other manufacturers are allowed 

2.02 WIRELESS ACCESS POINTS 
A. Provide Aerohive #AP230 wireless access points 

2.03 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
A. The contractor shall complete a site visit of each site and then complete a software based 

predictive survey of each building prior to installing the cabling or access points. 
B. Locate the access points as suggested by the wireless survey. 
C. All patch cables required for the entire connectivity of the wireless network shall be provided 

and installed by the contractor.  
D. The overall intent of the wireless network is to provide a high-speed wireless system for 

connecting all the users and guests to the network or internet. 
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E. After installation of the WAP’s the contractor shall physically survey the signal levels in each 
room and create a heat-map showing signal level. 
1. Detail to the owner any areas that are not covered by the desired signal level 

PART 3 -  EXECUTION 

3.01 EXAMINATION 
A. The Contractor shall make themselves aware of the site prior to submission of the Bid 

Response. 

3.02 PREPARATION 

A. Complete the software based wireless networking survey. 
1. Send reports to the owner and designer for review.  
2. Make suggested changes from the base design drawings. 
3. Provide to the cabling contractor for coordination of their installation. 

B. The Contractor shall provide all hardware, software, cable, connecting blocks, electronics, 
configuration, and labor required for a complete and operating system. 

3.03 WIRELESS NETWORK 
A. Contractor shall meet with the owner to review all possible configurations of the wireless 

network. 
1. Make the owner aware of all configuration parameters and any options available 

regarding the configuration of the system. 
2. At the meeting the contractor shall minimally discuss the following: 

a. Quantity and naming of VLANS 
b. Quantity and naming of SSID 
c. Quality of Service parameters for different systems 
d. Administrator login 
e. Teacher login 
f. Student login 
g. No-loss roaming of devices 
h. Telephone system support 
i. Public Internet access and Guest tracking 
j. Transmission and segmentation of Bonjour devices (Apple TV’s) 

B. After the meeting the contractor shall generate a report detailing how the system will be 
configured. Provide that to the owner and designer for review and owner sign-off. 

C. After approval by the owner the entire system can be installed and configured. 
D. The system shall be minimally configured to: 

1. Support Seamless Roaming and Fast Roaming among all access points 
2. Enforce User Load Balancing to continually monitor user load and automatically 

redirect new users to alternative access points. 
3. Configure Dynamic RF Management to calculate optimal 802.11 channel assignments 

and radio power transmission levels for all associated APs and adapts to user load, 
interference, RF obstacles and jamming attacks.  

4. User RF Optimization shall assimilate client RF data and usage patterns along with 
basic RF data from access points for improved RF tuning and user performance.  

5. Take advantage of the latest Security Standards. It shall include WPA, WPA2, 
802.11i/802.1x with WEP, Dynamic WEP, TKIP, CCMP, EAP-TLS, TTLS and PEAP, 
PEAP-TLS.  

E. The controller shall be configured to be VPN and Firewall Compatible. It shall be configured 
to provide local control of access points and not require any reconfiguration of WAN routers, 
VPN gateways or firewalls.  

F. Load all software upgrades and WAP licenses required for a complete system. 
G. User-Based Policies shall be configured to enforce security and QoS policies based on 

individual user or group identity, not their device, initial access point or physical port.  
H. Rogue Access Point Protection shall be configured to identify, classify and locate rogue 

access points. 
I. Configure the system to allow visitors simple and immediate access to the internet. 
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J. The system shall allow administrators to get to the local and wide area applications and attach 
to the servers associated with the district. 

3.04 WIRELESS ACCESS POINTS 
A. The contractor shall install new access points as shown on the drawings and as determined 

by the software wireless survey. 
B. Access Points shall be installed to the ceiling or wall as is appropriate for each individual 

location. 
1. For drop ceilings the WAP shall be installed below the drop ceiling and shall be 

attached to the drop ceiling T-bar. Provide all mounts required. 
2. For Drywall ceilings, the WAP shall be secured to the drywall and optimally the framing 

behind the drywall. Provide a mount for drywall ceiling mounting 
3. For open ceilings, the contractor shall attach the WAP to the building structure. 
4. Where a wall mounting is requited the WAP shall be located high on the ceiling and 

away from access.  
5. In gymnasiums, the contractor shall provide a mesh covering for each WAP. 
6. Provide the correct mount for each installation location. 

C. Each WAP shall be labeled with a machine printed label. See below for requirements. 

3.05 POST INSTALLATION 

A. Load all software and firmware upgrades on the controllers and WAP’s 
B. Conduct a physical site survey to determine the actual signal level in each building. 

1. The site survey shall include a technician being onsite and taking real world signal 
level measurements. 

2. Create a heat-map that details the signal level throughout each building. 
3. Provide the heat-map to the owner and provide any suggested additions of WAP’s to 

better serve the owner’s needs. 
C. See closeout and cutover requirements in the Testing specifications 

3.06 LABELING 
A. All supplied devices shall have a label affixed in a visible location on the front and rear of the 

equipment. This shall include all Access Points. 
1. The label shall identify the switch name and IP address. 

A. All labels shall be machine printed. 

END OF SECTION 28 6250 
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SECTION 28 7200 – TECHNOLOGY SUBMITTALS 
 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

 

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES 
A. This section provides the Contractor with requirements regarding Product Data Sheets, Shop 

Drawings and Product Samples collectively referred to as “Submittals”.  
B. This section provides the Contractor requirements regarding As-Built Documentation after 

installation and prior to Final Completion and Final Payment 
C. The requirements of this section deal only with those submittals that are required to be 

provided by the chosen contractor after bid award. No submittals in this section are required 
to be provided with the Bid Response. 

D. The requirements contained herein should be considered bound and apply to all technology 
and security specification sections per this contract. 

 

1.02 PRE-INSTALLATION SUBMITTALS 

A. The contractor shall provide material submittals to the Construction Manager or directly to the 
designer, whichever is managing the project. 

B. Prior to beginning work, the chosen Contractor shall provide PDF files of all material 
submittals.  
1. Highlight the part number of each item specifically. Submittals that are not highlighted 

will be rejected and sent back immediately. 
2. Include an Excel spreadsheet in .xls format to the designer for use in reviewing the 

submittals. Shall include all part numbers and manufacturers. Match camera 
submittals with the camera type on the drawings  

3. Provide an Excel Spreadsheet listing the following: 
 

Description Manufacturer Part Number Mark 

Enet Switch Rainbos XR-243T Cam type “CA” 

 
4. Provide the PDF with the following file names 

a. Site - Spec Section - Description 
b. In Example: Kent City 28 1600: Data Cabling submittal 

1.03 AS-BUILT DOCUMENTATION 
A. The contractor shall provide As-Built documentation to the Construction Manager or directly 

to the designer, whichever is managing the project. 
B. Provide the As-Builts in hard and soft copy 

1. Hard Copy shall include one or more three-ring binders that include all documents 
listed below. Include a cover page on the front of the binder(s) detailing the client, the 
project, date of submission and project name/number 

2. Soft copy on USB Drives (PDF or Microsoft Word or Excel) shall include all documents 
provided in the hard copy plus any configuration or data files. Include XLS files for all 
spreadsheets. 

PART 2 - PRE-INSTALLATION SUBMITTALS 

2.01 PRODUCT DATA SHEETS 

A. Product data sheets shall consist of the manufacturers detailed specification sheets or “cut-
sheets” for each product that is to be installed by the contractor or any subcontractors. 

B. Product data sheets shall minimally include, but shall not be limited to: 
1. Part Number 
2. Manufacturer 
3. Description of the product 
4. Physical dimensions and characteristics of the product 
5. Picture or manufacturers drawing of the item, where applicable 
6. Electrical characteristics of the product including heat-load for active electronics. 
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7. Optical characteristics of the product for Fiber-Optic equipment and cable. 
C. Provide product data sheets for all equipment and cabling that is to be installed by the 

contractor 
  

2.02 SHOP DRAWINGS 
A. Shop Drawings shall consist of detailed drawings showing actual connectivity and cable types 

for the systems noted below:  
1. Wireless Access Points. Location and type 
2. Data Network connectivity 
3. AV Classroom Systems one-line connectivity 
4. Specialty AV system one-line connectivity 
5. Telephone System 
6. Access Control system connectivity 

B. Shop drawings shall also be provided for systems that the contractor intends to connect 
differently than what is shown on the contract drawings or where no connectivity is shown. 

  

2.03 PRODUCT SAMPLES 
A. Product Samples shall consist of a sample of the actual product that is to be installed. 
B. Samples shall be tagged with the part number and specification section to which it pertains. 
C. Product Samples shall be provided for the following: 

1. None at this time. 

2.04 SUBMITTAL DOCUMENTS 

A. The Contractor shall provide all Submittals to the Construction Manager or the designer 
B. The Contractor shall provide PDF and Excel Files for all Product Data Sheets.  

1. All Product Data sheets shall be PDF files grouped via specification section or 
drawings number 

2. The data sheets in the file shall be segmented to match the specification section and 
page number they pertain.   

3. The Contractor shall highlight the actual part number on the sheet of the component 
that they are submitting.  

4. If no part number is highlighted or marked with an arrow, then the entire submittal 
package will be rejected and sent back for re-submission. 

5. Contractor shall submit an electronic copy of the Excel spreadsheet with their data 
sheets that details the manufacturer, part number and common name of the products 
that they are submitting. 

C. The Contractor shall provide 1 set of PDF and one hard copy set of Shop Drawings. 
1. Shop drawings shall be marked for the specification section of the bid documents to 

which they pertain. 
2. All shop drawings that are required to be drawn on the building background shall be 

provided on full-size drawings the same scale as those in the bid documents. 
3. All lines on the shop drawings shall be highlighted or completed in ink that is not the 

same color as that provided in the bid documents. 
4. The contractor shall provide a drawing legend detailing all symbols used in creation of 

the shop drawings. 
D. The Contractor shall provide one of each product sample required to be submitted. 

1. Provide a cutsheet with each product sample detailing the specifics of the product and 
what it is proposed to be used for. 

 

2.05 SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS 
A. Submittals shall be provided for approval prior to installation of the work.   
B. Any equipment installed that does not have an approved submittal associated with it can and 

will be removed from the project and replaced with other equipment as defined by the 
Designer.  All replacement costs shall be the responsibility of the Contractor. 

C. It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to provide the submittals for review in sufficient 
time to not delay the installation.  Work with the Construction manager on the schedule. 

D. It shall be the responsibility of the contractor to ensure they have provided and have on hand 
“Reviewed” or “Furnish as Corrected” submittals for all equipment they install. 
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PART 3 - AS-BUILT DOCUMENTATION 

3.01 MATERIALS 

A. The Contractor shall provide the following to the Designer prior to the issuance of the final 
payment. 
1. Approved submittals and equipment user manuals. 
2. As-Built Documentation as detailed below. 
3. All spare parts and cover plates for all components of the systems 
4. Manufacturer warranty cards for all components. 
5. (2) spare of each kind of audio and video patch cable installed as part of the project. 

3.02 AS-BUILT PROCESS 

A. The Contractor shall provide all project as-builts to the designer at substantial completion. 
1. Provide them to the designer for review 
2. Make any required changes the designer requests 
3. Re-submit at the time of Final Completion / final payment. Final Payment is not 

possible without a complete post installation deliverable package 

3.03 PREPARATION 

A. All binders for As-Builts and test results shall be neat and clearly labeled with listing of the 
project and documents included in each binder. 

B. Quantity:   
1. Submit one (1) set of three-ring binder(s) with hard paper copies of project closeout 

submittals.  
a. Provide a clear label or cover sheet with the following information: 

A) Client name. 
B) Project name. 
C) Manual title (e.g., “Project Close-out Manual for security system 

upgrade”). 
D) Date; date format: <month> <day>, <year> (e.g., “January 1, 20xx”). 
E) Installer and General Contractor names and contact information 

2. Submit (2) USB Drives with all As-Built documentation and software configurations. 
a. Software configurations shall be provided for: 

A) Video security NVR and camera/user database 
B) Access control system configuration and database 
C) Network switch configuration. Include configuration file for each switch 
D) Wireless Access Point (WAP) controller config files. 

3.04 PROJECT DELIVERABLES  

A. Provide a copy of all submittals and manuals and pamphlets. Shall be separated by 
equipment type with dividers in the binders. 

B. All spare parts shall be provided in a box. The Contractor shall detail which component each 
spare part is for.  

C. The contractor shall provide one set of full sized as-built prints. Provide a PDF of the as-built 
prints on the USB drives. 
1. Provide a clean set of the latest drawings with red lines marked for all field changes or 

bulletins.  
2. Provide an AutoCAD file of the latest drawings that have been updated with ass as-

built information. These drawings shall be generated from an AutoCAD file that is 
provided by the designer.  

D. The As-Built drawings shall include: 
1. Changes to be reflected on the drawings for Video Security Systems shall include: 

a. Camera locations 
b. Cabling Paths 
c. Camera numbers 
d. Comm room where camera connects to. 
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2. Changes to be reflected on the drawings for Access Control/Alarm Systems shall 
include: 
a. Changes to hardware installed at each door. Update each door for all devices 

installed and connected 
b. Changes to the panel locations 
c. Door numbers 
d. Changes to the schematic connectivity of any system shown on the drawings. 

3. Changes to be reflected on the drawings for Audio and Video Systems shall include: 
a. Microphone/speaker faceplate locations and labels. 
b. Rack/cabinet locations. 
c. Speaker and microphone locations. 
d. Rack layout of all components in each rack. 
e. Changes to the schematic connectivity of any system shown on the drawings. 
f. Ceiling/wall mounted projector locations 
g. Label designation of all cables, including system interconnection cables. 

4. Changes to be reflected on the drawings for Cabling Systems shall include: 
a. Route of exterior conduits and exterior cabling 
b. Route of backbone cabling, fiber and copper 
c. Route of major cable paths from outlet to comm room. 
d. Rack/cabinet locations. 
e. Faceplate locations  
f. Rack layout of all components in each rack. 
g. Changes to the schematic connectivity of any system shown on the drawings. 
h. Cable numbering for each faceplate.  

5. Changes to be reflected on the drawings for Telephone System shall include: 
a. Telephone system locations in comm rooms. 
b. Extension number at each telephone location 

E. Documentation for the specific systems shall include. Provide the following for each system: 
1. Contractor warranty dates based on Substantial completion date and contact 

information for warranty work. 
2. Data cabling 

a. Testing Documentation for copper and fiber cabling 
A) Include software to read the test results. 
B) Testing Documentation; This shall include actual cable test results. 

Tabbed Sections in the binder: 
1) Telecommunication Horizontal Cabling Detailed cable test reports 
2) Telecommunications Fiber backbone cabling  
3) Summary report 

b. Signed Cabling Warranty from manufacturer 
3. Video Security 

a. Picture of focused and approved camera image labeled with the camera 
number and IP address 

b. Master user password list 
c. Spreadsheet of each camera that shall include: 

A) Camera Part number 
B) Firmware revision 
C) IP address 
D) MAC Address 
E) Camera Name 
F) Building where it is located 

d. Training “Cheat Sheet” 
e. Manufacturers Camera Warranty 
f. Server/NVR Warranty  
g. Manufacturer contact information for warranty work 
h. Software Upgrade Protection (SUP) warranty including end date 
i. Warranty certificate for all PC’s 

4. Access Control 
a. Part list/diagram for each access control panel. To include 

A) Panel name and IP address (if applicable) 
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B) Doors which are connected to this panel 
C) Panel location. Building and room number 

b. Diagram showing which devices and doors that are attached to each panel 
c. Training “Cheat Sheet” 
d. Server Warranty 
e. Software Upgrade Protection (SUP) warranty including end date 
f. Warranty certificate for all PC’s 

5. Network Systems 
a. Vendor created network diagram showing all switches and connectivity 
b. Create a floorplan based diagram showing all wireless access point location 

and names 
c. Spreadsheet detailing: 

A) Switch manufacturer and part number 
B) Switch name 
C) IP address 
D) WAP name and location  
E) WAP IP Address 

d. Manufacturer Warranty 
6. Telephone System 

a. Vendor created network diagram showing all switches and connectivity to the 
network and to the PSTN and incoming lines 

b. Create a floorplan based diagram showing all extension numbers and 
telephone locations. 

c. Spreadsheet detailing: 
A) Telephone IP address 
B) Extension number 
C) Building name, room number 
D) Name for E911 addressing 
E) MAC Address 
F) User currently assigned to that extension. 

d. Manufacturer Warranty 
7. Audio / Video Systems 

a. Warranty certificate for LCD Monitors 
b. Warranty certificate for projectors 

F. Training sign-in sheets detailing what was trained, who was trained and their time in training. 
 
END OF SECTION 28 7200 
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SECTION 28 7600 – TECHNOLOGY LABELING 
 
 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

 

1.01 WORK INCLUDED 

A. This section provides direction on labeling of cables and devices. 
 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

  

2.01 CABLE LABELING PRODUCTS INTERIOR 
A. Laser printed, self-adhesive wrap around labels for CAT- 6, access control and audio / video 

cabling user cables shall be Brady LAT-18-361 or equivalent. 
1. Label shall be 1.00 inch width x 1.33 inch high. 
2. Labels shall come on a sheet with 7 labels per row with a white and transparent matte 

finish.   
3. Sheet size shall be 8-1/2 inch x 11 inch. 
4. Printable area shall be a minimum of 1.00 inch width x 0.50 inch high. 
5. All labels shall be printed through a laser printer using labeling software. 
6. The Contractor shall submit a proposal for the labeling scheme for all audio and video 

wiring. The Engineer shall approve of the scheme prior to all labeling. 
B. Each of the audio and video components in the cabinet or rack shall be labeled. 

1. The labels shall have a white background with black, laser printed letters. 
2. Each label shall be large enough for 2 lines of text and wide enough to detail what 

each dial and component is for. 
3. Each input and output control point on the amplifiers and other equipment shall be 

labeled for the device to which it connects. 
4. Mark each volume or level control for the optimum setting. 

a. Put a mark at the nominal input and output level for each control. This shall be 
useful for a new person to reset the system to work as designed if someone 
else has changed the settings. 

C. Laser printed, self-adhesive wrap around labels for and fiber cables shall be Brady LAT-19-
361 or equivalent. 
1. Label shall be 1.00 inch wide x 3.167 inch high.   
2. Labels shall come on a sheet with 7 labels per row with a white and transparent matte 

finish.   
3. Sheet size shall be 8-1/2 inch x 11 inch. 
4. Printable area shall be 1.00 inch wide x 0.97 inch high. 
5. All labels shall be printed through a laser printer using labeling software. 
6. Install on fiber cable at the patch panel as it enters and at the coil of fiber on the wall 

or in the cable ladder 
D. Interior exposed fiber cable and fiber cable inside inner duct shall be labeled every 100 feet, 

label shall be Panduit No. PST-FO. 
1. Label shall be covered with a clear laminate to protect the legend of the label. 
2. Attachments for tie wraps shall be available on the label to attach it to the cable or 

inner duct. 
E. Laser printed, paper labels shall be used to label user faceplates. 

1. Individual paper labels shall be installed behind the clear plastic strips of all user 
faceplates and surface mount housings. 
a. The labels shall show the location identifier number and letter of each individual 

cable.  
2. Where a faceplate or surface mount box does not have a clear plastic strip the 

contractor shall install an adhesive label on the plate or surface mount box showing 
the cable number of each cable in the plate. 
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F. Laser printed, labels shall be used to label Cat-6 Patch panels 
1. Label the side of the patch panel for the panel number in the comm room. “Panel A” 

etc. label on two spot on each panel 
2. The panels shall be labeled 1-24. Use factory numbering or paper numbering if no 

factory numbering is provided. 
G. Engraved, lamacoid labels shall be supplied for special faceplate locations where paper 

inserts are not available. 
1. All engraved labels shall be self-adhesive for attachment to various products 
2. Shall be black with white lettering. 
3. Engraved labels shall be installed at locations including but not limited to: 

a. Each new Rack and cabinet. 
b. User cable locations where paper inserts are not available. 
c. Audio and Video special input plates. Detail each input and output 

4. Size the phenolic labels for their individual uses. Provide a sample to the Engineer for 
approval prior to ordering or installation. 

 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

 

3.01 PREPARATION 
A. Terminate all cables in proper color code sequence. 
B. Clean any surfaces where an adhesive label is to be installed. 
C. Prior to beginning the work, the contractor shall submit to the engineer a plan for labeling all 

the cables. This shall take into account to what components each cable is connected. 

3.02 GENERAL LABELING 

A. Everything shall be labeled as per the specs and drawings. 
B. All labels shall be installed to more easily identify the cables and ports on all panels. If there 

are any questions regarding labeling, contact the Engineer prior to installation. 
C. Engraved lamacoid labels shall be provided and installed whenever there is no location for 

paper inserts on faceplates, power poles, poke thru’s, floor boxes, modular furniture and 
surface raceway. 
1. Engraved lamacoid labels shall provide the same labeling as the paper inserts, but 

they shall be self-adhesive. 
2. These labels shall be adhered to the location closest to the modular jack.  
3. Individual letters shall be provided for each cable. An overall location identifier can be 

provided for all the cables at that faceplate or floor box. 
4. Engraved labels for rack shall be at least 1-1/2 inch high with letters 1 inch high. 
5. These labels shall be affixed to the top and front of each rack or cabinet. Verify that 

the label will fit the rack or cabinet prior to purchasing. 
 

3.03 DATA CABLING LABELING EXECUTION 

A. Cable labels for CAT-6 user cables from the faceplate to the patch panel shall be installed 
within 4 inches of the end of the cable sheath.  
1. The location identifier is made up of 3 fields, and a sample might look like this: 

 
A-X-YY 
 
The A stands for the communications room where the cables are terminated. 
The X represents that the Patch panel in that comm. room.  
The YY represents the cables number in that panel 01-48. 
 
This system of identification provides the Owner with an easy way to keep track of 
cables, and where they are located or terminated. 
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2. The cable label shall be similar to the label below: 
 

A-X-YY 

A-X-YY 

A-X-YY 

 

 
3. Provide a sample label to the Engineer for approval prior to installation of all labels. 
4. Labels shall be installed at each end of each cable. Shall be within 4” of the termination. 
5. Shall be at a uniform distance from termination on the patch panels. See pic below:  

 
 

B. Paper inserts shall be supplied for all faceplates and patch panels labels. 
1. Paper inserts for the faceplate shall detail the exact location identifier for each cable. 
2. They shall fully cover the background of the insert space on the faceplate, but all 

numbers and letters of the identifier shall be visible after installation of the plastic cover 
plate. 

3. The paper insert for a standard faceplate will look like this: 
 

A-2-24    A-2-5 
 

Top Label Strip 
 
 

A-2-26 
 

Bottom Label Strip 
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4. Provide a sample label to the Engineer for approval prior to installation of all labels. 

 
C. CAT-6 Patch panels shall be labeled for the panel they are numbered in the comm room and 

for the cameras (1-24 or 1-48) 
1. See below diagram: 

a. Install labels at each end detailing the panel number. 
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TYPICAL PANEL LABELING 

 

3.04 FIBER OPTIC CABLING LABELING EXECUTION 
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A. Fiber optic cables shall have a wrap around label at each end that details the 2 buildings 
and/or closets where the cables terminate. 
1. A fiber cable with 12MM strands terminates in White Hall Room 012 and Green Hall 

Room 243. The wrap around label shall look like this: 
 

12MM 

WT 012-GR 243 

 

 
2. The wrap around labels shall be installed within 12 inches of the end of the sheath of 

the copper and fiber cables. 
3. Provide a sample label to the Engineer for approval prior to installation of all labels. 

 
B. Fiber Panel labeling shall be done for the front of each fiber optic patch panel. 

1. The figure below demonstrates the layout of the fiber panel label. Each label shall be 
customized for each individual panel. The figure below is for the 72 port panel. 

2. Contact the Engineer with questions on the correct labeling prior to installation. 
 

12 SM TO HIGH SCHOOL    12 MM TO COMM RM “B” 12 SM TO COMM RM “C” 

01 03 05 07 09 11 01 03 05 07 09 11 01 03 05 07 09 11 

02 04 06 08 10 12 02 04 06 08 10 12 02 04 06 08 10 12 

 
Figure A – Label for 36 Port Fiber Patch Panel 

 
 

3.05 VIDEO SECURITY LABELING 
A. Cameras shall be labeled with the camera number in a visible location. 

1. Affix a label to the camera housing that details the camera number 
2. Shall be in a location that is visible from a standing position. 
3. Shall be laser printed. 
4. Label the camera cable patch panel to include the number of each camera connected 

to that cable. This camera cable label at the patch panel shall be by video security 
contractor 
a. Install an adhesive sticker below the cable in the patch panel as the factory 

number (1-24) is most likely on top of the panel. 
B. Label the CAT-6 Patch Panel for security Cameras in each comm room 

1. Install an adhesive label on each port on the patch panel that attached so the security 
camera cable. 

 
DDD = the camera number within that building 

C. CAT-6 Patch panels for security cameras shall be labeled for the camera number 
1. See below diagram: 

a. Install labels at each end detailing the panel number. 
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101 102 107 108 201 105 208 145 146 147 174 
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D. All labels shall be installed to more easily identify the cables and ports on all panels. If there 
are any questions regarding labeling, contact the Engineer prior to installation. 

3.06 ACCESS CONTROL SECURITY LABELING 
A. Security Panels shall be labeled on the outside to indicate panel number and communications 

room number 

Security panel IP address 111.111.10.112 

Panel 04 Comm room XXX 

 
1. Install a label on the inside of the panel that details: 

a. Door numbers that are connected to this panel 
b. Diagram of panel showing where each door is connected to the panel. 
c. Panel name as shown in the access control system 
d. IP address of the panel 

B. Access Control cables shall be labeled. 
1. The cables at the door devices shall be labeled where they connect to the device at 

the door 
2. The cables at the panels in the communications rooms shall be labeled with the door 

number 
3. Cable labels shall be installed within 3 inches of the end of the cable sheath. 

a. The cable label shall be similar to the label below: 
 

125A-DC 

125A-DC 

125A-DC 

 

 
b. Provide a sample label to the Engineer for approval prior to installation of all 

labels. 
 

125A-DC 
 

The 125A stands for the Door Number. 
The DC stands for Door Contact. This could be any of the field devices: 
RX,ES, EL, MX, KP etc. 

3.07 AUDIO/VIDEO LABELING 
A. The Contractor shall make up a spreadsheet listing each audio and video cable that extends 

from the cabinet/rack to a location within the building. 
1. The spreadsheet shall detail the number of the cable, the room it is located in, and the 

cabinet to which it routes. 
2. One line on the sheet shall show the results of the test. After being tested for continuity, 

and being tested that the cable delivers the required signal, the Contractor shall enter 
“PASS” into the result column. 

3. There shall be spaces for the name of the person doing the test, the date, and the 
company name. 

4. All information on the sheet shall be printed by a printer except the name of the person 
performing the tests, the date, and the “PASS” column. 

5. This spreadsheet shall be submitted to the Engineer and Owner prior to project 
completion. 

B. Each control, audio, video, speaker, and microphone cable shall be labeled with a self-
laminating, laser printed label at each end. This includes all interconnection cables. 
1. The cables shall be labeled for the equipment that the cable connects  Consult with 

the Engineer prior to labeling. 
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2. All speaker cables shall be marked according to their location in each room. Consult 
with the Engineer prior to labeling. 

3. Each video cable shall be labeled according to the equipment it connects to. 
4. The cable label shall be similar to the label below: 

 

SPKR-1 

SPKR-1 

SPKR-1 

 

 
a. The above label details that this cable is the first speaker cable for the audio 

system. The same rationale will be used for speakers, video cables, etc. The 
Contractor shall mark all as-built drawings to show the microphone location or 
speaker that the label refers to. There shall be continuity between all labels and 
as-built prints. 

b. Provide a sample label to the Engineer for approval prior to installation of all 
labels. 

C. Once the system is set up and running, many different people will be using the system. The 
Contractor shall label each audio and video component for what it does. 
1. In example, the mixers shall detail what microphones they mix. Do this by labeling 

each gain control dial on the mixer. The mixer would be labeled as “Microphone-Mixer 
in Incident room” or other similar label.  

2. For the description of all the components, consult with the Engineer. All labels shall be 
laser printed. 

3. The Contractor shall identify each item on the as-built connectivity drawings. Use the 
same identification as you do on the labels. 

3.08 NETWORK SYSTEMS CABLE LABELING 

A. Ethernet Switches 
1. Each switch installed shall be equipped with a label on the side or top that includes: 

a. Switch name as shown in the management platform 
b. IP address 
c. Date of install 
d. Name of installing company 

2. Ethernet switch label shall look like the following: 
a. Adhere to the front/back or top of each switch. Label location shall be consistent 

throughout the network. 

Lenawee ISD Install: 2/15/2015 

IP: 10.10.25.258 Contractor name  here 

3. Install a separate label on the front of each switch that includes the name of the switch 
and the switch IP address 

B. Wireless Access Point (WAP) 
1. Wireless access points shall be labeled with a label that is visible from a person 

standing on the floor if possible. 
2. Label shall provide the WAP number and the cable number it is attached to. It shall 

look like this: 

WAP:  ELEM-104 Cable: A-2-24 

3. Label the WAP cable patch panel to include the number of each WAP connected to 
that cable. This WAP cable label at the patch panel shall be by networking contractor 
a. Install an adhesive sticker below the cable in the patch panel as the factory 

number (1-24) is most likely on top of the panel. 
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4. CAT-6 Patch panels for WAP’s shall be labeled for the WAP number 
a. See below diagram: 

A) Install labels at each end detailing the panel number. 
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25 38 39 104 7 8 22 36 78 66 14 

 

END OF SECTION 28 7600 
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SECTION 28 7700 – TECHNOLOGY TESTING 
 

 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

 

1.01 WORK INCLUDED 
A. This section provides direction on  

1. Testing of copper and fiber cable,  
2. Testing and commissioning of the technology systems 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

 

2.01 MANUFACTURERS  
A. Approved vendors for cable testers are: 

1. Fluke or equal 
 

2.02 TESTING PRODUCTS 
A. Category 6 cable shall be tested. 

1. Cable tester shall support Cat 6 channel and permanent link certification. 
2. Tester shall provide accuracy beyond TIA level III requirements traceable to laboratory 

reference standards. 
3. Through add on fiber optic probes, the tester shall be able to test multimode and single 

mode fiber cable. 
4. Test results shall be able to be stored on internal or removable compact flash memory 

cards. 
5. Tester shall have optional talk set for discussions over the cable being tested. 
6. Tester shall support a frequency range of 1-350 MHz with accuracy to the current 

proposed TIA Level III. 
7. Tester shall support the following tests: 

a. Near end crosstalk (NEXT). 
b. Attenuation. 
c. Equal level far end crosstalk (ELFEXT). 
d. Return loss. 
e. Ambiant noise. 
f. Wire map shall identify miswires, shorts, opens, reversals, and split pairs. 
g. Shall measure cable length and distance to faults (if any). 
h. Propagation delay. 
i. Loop resistance. 

8. Tester shall support the following test standards: 
a. TIA Cat 6 and ISO Class E. 
b. TIA Cat 5. 
c. TIA TSB-95. 
d. TIA Cat 3, 4 and 5 per TIA TSB-67. 
e. UTP, STP, SCTP coaxial and twinax cabling. 
f. IEEE: all Ethernet 802.3UTP and fiber PMD interfaces including 1000BASE-T; 

other 802.x PMD interfaces including token ring and demand priority. 
g. ATM: All UTP and fiber PMD interfaces. 

9. Tester shall have all required probes and accessories required to perform CAT-6 tests 
and “Network Tests.” 

10. Tester shall have been recently calibrated (within 4 months), and shall be utilizing the 
latest software. 

B. Fiber Optic Tester: 
1. Fiber cable shall be tested with a light power meter.  

a. Multimode at 850nm and 1300nm, and single mode at 1310nm and 1550nm 
shall be tested by the light meter. 
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b. Power meter testing shall have a range of +20 dBm. 
c. Testing at both wavelengths shall appear on the readout at one time for both 

multimode and single mode. 
d. All connector types shall be available for testing. 
e. Resolution of testing shall be to 1 foot. 

2. All fibers shall be tested prior to any splice (other than pigtails) being closed and 
secured. 

2.03 PUNCHLIST PROCESS 

A. The contractor shall be required to go through a punchlist process prior to substantial 
completion and final completion/payment of each project 

B. Contractor shall be responsible for reviewing their own work and checking to ensure it has 
met the project requirements. 

C. The contractor shall: 
1. Review your work in each room 
2. Review the specifications and drawing and review their work to ensure it meets 

requirements 
3. Create a punchlist document showing what work is not yet done and what as-builts are 

yet to be completed. Send document to designer. 
a. Provide a date when contractor punchlist work will be completed. 

4. Schedule a punchlist and substantial completion meeting with designer. 
5. Present updated punchlist document to the owner 
6. Walk the site with the contractor and demonstrate all systems and review the work 

completed. Demonstrate how all work is completed 
D. Designer will create an “Owner Punchlist” document 

1. This will be provided to the contractor 
2. Contractor shall review the list, fix/upgrade/replace all equipment and cabling and 

finish work on the punchlist 
3. Return punchlist to the designer showing when the work was fixed/completed and a 

signature on the sheet showing that the contractor has reviewed each item. 
E. Meet onsite with the designer to review the finished work. 

 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

 

3.01 EXAMINATION 

A. Testing shall be completed after fiber is installed inside the fiber patch panel and the fiber 
panel has been put together. 

B. All cables and panels where cables terminate shall be labeled with the cable label or name of 
each individual cable. Identify how each cable and panel will be labeled. 

 

3.02 CAT-6 AND FIBER CABLE TESTING 

A. Cable tests for CAT 6 cables shall be provided for each user CAT-6 cable. 
1. Prior to beginning the testing, the Contractor shall provide the Engineer with a notice 

that testing will begin. Written notice shall be given at least 3 business days prior to 
testing beginning. 

2. Tester shall be calibrated each day with manufacturer provided calibration cable. 
3. Tests shall be saved under each cables unique location identifier.  
4. Contractor shall provide the correct cables and probes specifically for the cable and 

modular jacks that are being tested. 
5. During the test the tester shall be set to check all “Network Tests.” 
6. Test results shall be provided in hard copy and soft copy. Along with the soft copy, 

provide a copy of the software required to read the test results. 
7. Contractor shall supply 2 copies of the paper results and 2 copies of the file results. 
8. Provide all paper results in 3-ring binders. Binders shall have a cover that shows the 

job name, job number, building and closet where the cables were tested, and the range 
in the location identifiers of the cables tests provided. 
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9. Tester shall be set to match the cable being tested. 
10. Contractor is responsible for ensuring that all cables pass the tests. Any cable found 

not to pass shall be removed and replaced at the Contractor’s expense. 
B. Fiber cable shall be tested with a light meter for end-to-end tests.  

1. Prior to beginning the testing, the Contractor shall provide the Engineer with a notice 
that testing will begin. Written notice shall be given at least 1 week prior to testing 
beginning. 

2. Light meter tester shall be calibrated at the beginning of each day. 
3. Light meter test results shall be provided in a spreadsheet format. 
4. Contractor shall supply 2 copies of the paper results and 2 copies of the file results. 
5. Provide all paper results in 3-ring binders. Binders shall have a cover that shows the 

job name, job number, building and closet where the cables were tested, and the range 
in the location identifiers of the cables tests provided. Test reports shall include the 
following information for each cabling element tested: 
a. Actual measured and maximum allowable attenuation (loss) at the specified 

wavelengths per Part 2, Section 3 and the margin. An individual test that fails 
the link criteria shall be marked as FAIL. 

b. Reference method. 
c. Number of mated connectors and number of splices (if any). 
d. Actual length and maximum allowable length per Part 2, Section 3. Any 

individual test that fails the link length criteria shall be marked as FAIL. 
e. Group refractive index (GRI) for the type of fiber tested, if length was optically 

measured. 
f. Tester manufacturer, model, serial number, and software version. 
g. Circuit ID number and project/job name. 
h. Link criteria (autotest) used. 
i. Overall pass/fail indication. 
j. Date and time of test. 

6. Contractor shall test all user fiber cables to the following limits: 
a. Link attenuation shall be tested in accordance with ANSI/TIA/EIA-526-14A. 

Reference measurements shall be made in accordance with Method B or 
equivalent 

b. Multimode loss shall be no more than .6dB per mated connector and shall be 
no more than 3dB/km at 850nm and 1dB/km at 1300 nm.  

c. Singlemode loss shall be no more than .6dB per mated connector and shall be 
no more than .5dB/km at 1310 nm and .4dB at 1550 nm. 

d. If the measured loss is above the limits, the Contractor shall take action to fix 
the cables and get the tests to be below the loss limits. 

7. Contractor is responsible for ensuring that all cables pass the tests. Any cable found 
not to pass shall be removed and replaced at the Contractor’s expense. 

8. Testing shall be of the optical link. An optical fiber link is defined as the passive cabling 
network between 2 optical cross connects (patch panels or outlets). This includes 
cable, connectors, and splices but does not include active components. The link test 
contains the representative connector loss at the patch panel associated with the 
mating of patch cords but does not include the performance of the connector at the 
equipment interface. 

 

3.03 SECURITY SYSTEM COMMISSIONING 

A. After all Work is completed, and prior to requesting the Acceptance test, Contractor shall 
conduct a final inspection, and pre-test all equipment and system features.  Contractor shall 
correct any deficiencies discovered as the result of the inspection and pre-test. 

B. Contractor shall submit a request for the Acceptance test in writing to the owner no less than 
fourteen days prior to the requested test date. The request for Acceptance test shall be 
accompanied by a certification from Contractor that all Work is complete and has been pre-
tested, and that all corrections have been made. 
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C. During Acceptance test, Contractor shall demonstrate all equipment and system features to 
the owner.  Contractor shall remove covers, open wiring connections, operate equipment, 
and perform other reasonable work as requested by the owner. 

D. If the contractor has submitted all necessary paperwork and the system seems to be in 
working order according to the engineer then the system can be considered Substantially 
Complete after the engineer puts that in writing. 

E. Security System Substantial Completion. 
1. The access control system shall be considered substantially complete as soon as: 

a. All doors are connected, configured in the system and are working as required. 
b. All security devices are connected and have been tested and shown to be fully 

functional. All cables are labeled at each end. 
c. Intercoms are functioning and able to release lock on a door. 
d. All users are entered into the system and all cards/fobs have been distributed. 
e. All locking and unlocking schedules are defined and are working. 
f. User accounts are setup 
g. As-built drawings have been updated to reflect any changes in the connectivity. 
h. All manufacturer literature has been turned over to the Owner. 
i. Maps are setup and populated in the system. 
j. Training has been completed. 
k. Copy of the system configuration has been provided to the owner via a CD or 

thumb drive. 
2. The video security system shall be considered substantially complete as soon as: 

a. All cameras are connected and functional. 
b. The system is fully configured and recording images as required. 
c. User accounts are setup  
d. As-built drawings have been updated to reflect any changes in the connectivity. 
e. All manufacturer literature has been turned over to the Owner. 
f. Maps are setup and populated in the system. 
g. Training has been completed. 

3. The contractor shall schedule a substantial completion meeting where all security 
systems shall be demonstrated and shown to be in working order and configured as 
per the specs and the owner’s requirements. 
a. If the system is deemed to be in working order then the engineer shall sign a 

letter stating that the systems are Substantially Complete. The system is not 
Substantially Complete until a letter is provided to the contractor and owner. 

4. After substantial completion the systems shall be in good working order for a period of 
30 days. 
a. In the event that the system or systems should fail or not work as required during 

the 30-day period, the Contractor shall be on site the same day to fix and 
configure the system to make it work as designed. 

b. A new 30-day period will begin as soon as the system has been demonstrated 
to be in good working order and the engineer acknowledges in writing that the 
system has been fixed and is again considered substantially complete. 

5. Once the system has been considered Substantially Complete and has been working 
for 30 consecutive days with no interruption in service, the system shall be thought of 
as “Finally Complete.” 

6. Warranty shall begin immediately after the system is deemed Finally Complete. 
 

3.04 AUDIO AND VIDEO SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 
A. Audio/Video System Testing 

1. Notice of at least 1 week shall be given by the Contractor to the Engineer and Owner 
prior to the demonstration of all the audio and video components. 

2. The Contractor shall provide a check off sheet of all the audio/video systems that will 
be demonstrated.  

3. The video check off sheet shall include: 
a. Listing of all headend equipment. 
b. Listing of all the display equipment throughout the building. 
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c. Listing of all the controls systems for the video. 
d. Include a short synopsis of the video system and the requirements for channels, 

viewing, switching, and control. 
e. There shall be space for the Engineer and Owner to check off that each feature 

has been demonstrated and has been shown to work. Additional space shall be 
provided at the bottom to note items that do not work or need to be fine-tuned. 

4. The audio check off sheet shall include: 
a. Listing of all specialty audio system in different rooms throughout the building. 
b. There shall be space for the Engineer and Owner to check off that each feature 

has been demonstrated and has been shown to work. Additional space shall be 
provided at the bottom to note items that do not work or need to be fine-tuned. 

5. For each system demonstrated, the Contractor shall show that each input is 
seen/heard through the output as required. 
a. Show that volume controls for each system actually do control the volume. 
b. Identify each piece of equipment and show the Owner its use. 
c. Test each video input and display throughout the entire system. Demonstrate 

connectivity to the CATV distribution system and show that the digital signage 
system is connected and working. 

d. Show that all channels are available as well as any internal input such as DVD 
players and video camera signals. 

e. Show that these systems can be controlled by a central control panel if the 
system is so equipped. 

f. Demonstrate connection of the desktop PC and audio to overhead projectors. 
And LCD displays. 

g. Demonstrate that each wired connection to the overhead projector works and 
demonstrate how to switch between inputs with the remote control. 

h. If a video switcher is installed, show its operation, and all its switching 
capabilities. 

6. The check off sheets shall be provided to the Engineer prior to the day of the meeting 
for review. Any changes required by the Engineer shall be made before the sheet is 
handed out at the check off meeting. 

7. Prior to the check off meeting, all the as-built drawings shall be updated with the latest 
field data. The as-built drawings shall be used to verify connectivity of all components. 
The Contractor shall also verify that all cable locations and audio/video components 
are connected as per the drawings. 
a. As-built drawings shall be available at the check off meeting for review by the 

Owner and Engineer. 
8. As part of the as-built drawings, the Contractor shall provide a printed spreadsheet 

listing all the video and audio cables that route from a video or audio cabinet to a user 
location or display unit. 
a. The spreadsheet shall list the cable, the room it terminates in, and its identifying 

number. Refer to the testing specifications for further details. 
B. Audio/Video System Substantial Completion. 

1. The Audio/Video system shall be considered substantially complete as soon as: 
a. All systems have been shown to be connected and work as required 
b. All labeling is installed and systems are balanced. 
c. As-built drawings have been updated to reflect any changes in the connectivity. 
d. All manufacturer literature has been turned over to the Owner. 
e. Training has been completed. 

2. The contractor shall schedule a substantial completion meeting where all AV systems 
shall be demonstrated and shown to be in working order and configured as per the 
specs and the owner’s requirements. 

3.05 CLASSROOM AV SYSTEMS 
A. Classroom AV system testing: 

1.  The Contractor shall make up a spreadsheet that will be used for testing the 
equipment and connectivity in each room. There shall be a separate piece of paper for 
each room. 
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2. The spreadsheet shall include a list of the equipment in each room and the cables in 
each room. The contractor shall note the serial number of each of the active 
components on the spreadsheet.  

3. The spreadsheet shall also list each connectivity point and shall contain a space to 
note that each audio and video connection was tested and that it passed the test. 

4. Spreadsheet shall include space for noting who tested the connections and the date 
of the test. All information on the sheet shall be printed by a printer except the name 
of the person performing the tests, the date, and the “PASS” column. 

5. This spreadsheet shall be submitted to the Engineer and Owner prior to project 
completion. Shall be submitted showing that each piece was tested. 

6. After installation of all cables and components, the contractor shall test each cable and 
device to ensure that it works as intended.  
a. Test that the remote works for the projector. 
b. Test that the VCR, DVD and PC video images are able to be seen on the 

projector and on the projection screen. 
c. Test that the audio from each device is played through the speakers. 
d. If so equipped, connect and demonstrate the document camera. 
e. Pull down the projection screen and note that the image from the projector fully 

fills the screen. 
f. If the system is deemed to be in working order then the engineer shall sign a 

letter stating that the systems are Substantially Complete. The system is not 
Substantially Complete until a letter is provided to the contractor and owner. 

B. After substantial completion the systems shall be in good working order for a period of 30 
days. 
1. In the event that the system or systems should fail or not work as required during the 

30-day period, the Contractor shall be on site the same day to fix and configure the 
system to make it work as designed. 

2. A new 30-day period will begin as soon as the system has been demonstrated to be 
in good working order and the engineer acknowledges in writing that the system has 
been fixed and is again considered substantially complete. 

3. Once the system has been considered Substantially Complete and has been working 
for 30 consecutive days with no interruption in service, the system shall be thought of 
as “Finally Complete.” 

4. Warranty shall begin immediately after the system is deemed Finally Complete. 
 

PART 4 - EXECUTION TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

4.01 TELEPHONE SYSTEM PREPARATION 
A. There shall be two stages to the testing of the telephone system. The first consists of testing 

during the configuration and before cutover. The second is the full system testing completed 
after cutover. 

B. All patch cables used for interconnection of the telephone system and data network in the 
communications room to the telephones and PC’s shall be installed by the contractor.  

C. The Contractor shall work with the owner prior to the system configuration to determine how 
the telephone system will work. 
1. The Contractor shall present all the options on configuration of the system to the 

Owner. The Owner will be able to decide how the telephone system, Auto Attendant 
and Voice mail system shall work 

2. These decisions and configuration notes shall be finally presented in a document 
presented by the Contractor.  

3. The letter shall finally list all the features and systems and how they are to be 
configured. The Contractor shall work off of this list when doing the configuration. 

4.02 TESTING DURING CONFIGURATION –TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

A. During the configuration, the Contractor shall be testing components as they are configured. 
1. Once incoming trunks are connected to the switch, the Contractor shall demonstrate 

that calls within and outside of the system can be placed. 
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2. If a separate long distance carrier is being used, then the Contractor shall demonstrate 
that long distance calls can be made via the switch. 

3. As each portion of the tree of the auto attendant is configured the Contractor shall 
demonstrate that calls can be made and completed. 

4. When the Auto Attendant is configured, the Contractor shall place test calls and during 
the test calls he shall test each option. 

5. Each option shall be shown to work prior to cutover. 
B. The Owner and Engineer shall be present to witness that the entire voice system works prior 

to cutover. 
1. The Contractor shall schedule a check out meeting with the Owner and Engineer a 

minimum of one week prior to the scheduled use of the new system 
2. This meeting is the opportunity for the Contractor to demonstrate that the telephone 

system, Auto Attendant, Voice mail systems work as per the specs and the 
configuration options as decided at the earlier configuration meetings. 

3. The Contractor shall present a check-off sheet that lists all the features and 
functionality required by the Owner.  

4. During the check out meeting the Contractor shall demonstrate that each system works 
as configured and as required by the Owner. This includes the telephone switching, 
Auto Attendant and Voice mail system.  

5. Only after the Owner and Engineer have decided that the system is working as per the 
specifications and the Owners requirements will the cutover be allowed to occur. 

4.03 CUTOVER TESTING –TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

A. During the cutover the Contractor shall test the system to make sure it is working as designed. 
1. Test all incoming and outgoing trunks. 
2. As each station is set, the Contractor shall test that it is associated with the correct 

extension. 
3. A centrally located operator shall call back each extension to ensure that the newly 

installed station rings and is able to complete the call. 

4.04 POST-CUTOVER TESTING –TELEPHONE SYSTEM 
A. The Contractor shall schedule a “Substantial Completion” meeting after cutover where all the 

features of the entire voice communications system shall be demonstrated. The meeting shall 
not be able to be scheduled until the system is fully populated and all telephone sets are 
connected. 
1. This meeting shall be scheduled for a time when the system has been cutover and is 

working correctly. 
2. Prior to the meeting, the Contractor shall provide a checklist of all the features and 

components of the voice system. This checklist will contain all the items required to be 
working for sign off to occur. 

3. Provide the list to the Engineer for review prior to scheduling the meeting. The 
Engineer will review the checklist and make sure all components of the system are 
being reviewed. 

4. Once the list is reviewed and approved by the Engineer, the “Substantial Completion” 
meeting can be scheduled. 

5. During the Substantial Completion meeting, each item on the checklist shall be 
demonstrated to work as it was intended. 

6. If at the end of the meeting, the Engineer and Owner can sign the checklist, the 
installation of the telephone system will be “Substantially Complete”. At that time the 
30-day Acceptance period begins. 

B. From the day the telephone system is Substantially Complete, there is a thirty- (30) day 
Acceptance Period. The Acceptance period shall be used to show that the system functions 
under a full load and provides reliable communications services. 
1. After the Completion of the Acceptance Period, the installation will be deemed 

complete, and the warranty period can begin. 
2. During the Acceptance period, the Voice Communications system, and all its 

components shall work, without interruption, as it was designed. 
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3. If there is an outage or interruption in service due to a malfunction or misconfiguration 
of the system, the thirty (30) day Acceptance period shall begin after the malfunction 
or configuration has been shown to be completely repaired. 

C. During the 30 day Acceptance period, the Contractor shall provide the As-built documentation 
regarding the voice communications system and all its interconnections. The As-built 
documentation shall include: 
1. Spreadsheet listing all components, part numbers, serial numbers and location of the 

equipment installed. 
2. As-Built drawings of the connectivity of different system elements. Detail which cables 

are used to interconnect the different items. 
3. Spreadsheet listing all the extensions, the name of the person, any DID numbers, the 

building name and the room number 
4. Final plan views of the location of the telephone system in each room. As-Built 

drawings of the rack layouts. 
5. Configuration details of the system. 
6. All manuals and guides concerning the system. 
7. A system warranty from the Manufacturer as detailed in section 17390. 

D. After the Acceptance period has passed with no outages or interruptions, and the As-Built 
documentation is provided, the system shall be deemed finally complete. 
1. As Final Completion is signed, the Warranty period begins. 
2. The Owner and Engineer shall sign the notice of “Final Completion” 

 

PART 5 - EXECUTION DATA NETWORK 

5.01 DATA NETWORK PREPARATION 

A. There shall be two stages to the testing of the data system. The first consists of testing during 
the configuration and before cutover. The second is the full system testing completed after 
cutover. 

B. All patch cables used for interconnection of the data network in the communications room(s) 
shall be installed by the Contractor. 

C. The Contractor shall work with the owner prior to the system configuration to determine how 
the data network will be configured. 
1. The Contractor shall present all of the options on configuration of the system to the 

Owner. The Owner will then be able to decide how the data network shall function. The 
Contractor shall also include recommendations on configuration of the data and 
wireless network. 

2. These decisions and configuration notes shall be finally presented in a document 
presented by the Contractor.  

3. The letter shall finally list all the features and systems and how they are to be 
configured. The Contractor shall work off of this list when doing the configuration. 

5.02 TESTING DURING CONFIGURATION –DATA NETWORK 

A. During the configuration, the Contractor shall be testing components as they are configured. 
1. The Owner’s representative shall be able to be involved in the configuration to gain 

knowledge on the make-up and configuration of all components of the network. 
2. Each option and protocol required to be passed through the network shall be shown 

to work prior to cutover. 
B. The Owner and Engineer shall be present to witness that the data system works prior to 

cutover. 
1. The Contractor shall schedule a check out meeting with the Owner and Engineer a 

minimum of (1) week prior to the cutover to the new system. 
2. This meeting is the opportunity for the Contractor to demonstrate that the data network 

passes signals and will serve all of the users as decided at the earlier configuration 
meetings. 

3. The Contractor shall present a check-off sheet that lists all of the features and 
functionality required by the Owner.  

4. During the check-out meeting the Contractor shall demonstrate that each system 
works as configured and as wanted by the Owner.  
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5. Only after the Owner and Engineer have decided that the system is working as per the 
specifications and the Owner’s requirements will the cutover be allowed to occur. 

5.03 CUTOVER TESTING–DATA NETWORK 
A. During the cutover the Contractor shall test the system to make sure it is working as designed. 

1. Ensure connectivity between wide area connections, where applicable. 
2. Once patch cables are installed, the contractor shall test that user PC’s can be 

connected to the network and access all files, applications and the Internet. 
3. As users begin to be added, the contractor shall test and ensure that they are able to 

connect to any local servers, remote servers and the internet. 

5.04 POST-CUTOVER TESTING–DATA NETWORK 

A. The Contractor shall schedule a “Substantial Completion” meeting after cutover where all of   
the features of the entire data communications system shall be demonstrated. 
1. This meeting shall be scheduled for a time when the system has been cutover, is 

working correctly and is under full usage load. 
2. Prior to the meeting, the Contractor shall provide a checklist of all the features and 

components of the data system. This checklist will contain all the items required to be 
working for signoff to occur. 

3. Provide the list to the Engineer for review prior to scheduling the meeting. The 
Engineer will review the checklist and make sure all components of the system are 
being reviewed. 

4. Once the list is reviewed and approved by the Engineer, the “Substantial Completion” 
meeting can be scheduled. 

5. During the “Substantial Completion” meeting, each item on the checklist shall be 
demonstrated to work as it was intended. 

6. If, at the end of the meeting, the Engineer and Owner sign the checklist, then the 
installation will be “Substantially Complete.” 

B. After Substantial Completion there shall be a 30 day acceptance period. The acceptance 
period shall be used to show that the system functions under a full load and provides reliable 
communications services. The acceptance period cannot begin until the data network is being 
used under full load. 
1. After the Completion of the Acceptance Period, the installation will be deemed 

complete, and the warranty period can begin. 
2. During the acceptance period, the data network and all of its components shall work, 

without interruption, as it was designed and configured. 
3. If there is an outage or interruption in service due to a malfunction or misconfiguration 

of the system, the 30 day acceptance period shall begin again after the malfunction or 
configuration has been shown to be completely repaired. 

C. During the 30 day acceptance period, the Contractor shall provide the as-built documentation 
regarding the data network and all its interconnections. The as-built documentation shall 
include: 
1. Spreadsheet listing all components, part numbers, serial numbers, IP addresses, 

VLANS and location of the equipment installed. 
2. As-built drawings of the connectivity of different system elements, detailing which 

cables are used to interconnect the different items. 
3. As-built drawings of the rack layouts. 
4. Configuration details of the system. 
5. All manuals and guides concerning the system. 

D. After the acceptance period has passed with no outages or interruptions, and the as-built 
documentation is provided, the system shall be deemed finally complete. 
1. As Final Completion is signed, the warranty period begins. 
2. The Owner and Engineer shall sign the notice of “Final Completion.” 
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PART 6 - EXECUTION WIRELESS NETWORK 

6.01 WIRELESS NETWORK PREPARATION 

A. There shall be two stages to the testing of the Wireless Network. The first consists of testing 
during the configuration and before cutover. The second is the full system testing completed 
after cutover. 

B. All patch cables used for interconnection of the wireless network in the communications 
room(s) and a the WAP’s in the field shall be installed by the Contractor. 

C. The Contractor shall work with the owner prior to the system configuration to determine how 
the wireless network will be configured. 
1. The Contractor shall present all of the options on configuration of the system to the 

Owner. The Owner will then be able to decide how the wireless network shall function. 
The Contractor shall also include recommendations on configuration of the wireless 
network. 

2. These decisions and configuration notes shall be finally presented in a document 
presented by the Contractor.  

3. The letter shall finally list all the features and systems and how they are to be 
configured. The Contractor shall work off of this list when doing the configuration. 

6.02 TESTING DURING CONFIGURATION –WIRELESS NETWORK 

A. During the configuration, the Contractor shall be testing components as they are configured. 
1. The Owner’s representative shall be able to be involved in the configuration to gain 

knowledge on the make-up and configuration of all components of the network. 
2. Each option and protocol required to be passed through the network shall be shown 

to work prior to cutover. 
3. The contractor shall configure the wireless network for maximum coverage of all areas 

of the building. The wireless network shall be configured for maximum security. 

6.03 CUTOVER TESTING–WIRELESS NETWORK 

A. During the cutover the Contractor shall test the system to make sure it is working as designed. 
1. Ensure connectivity between wireless devices such as laptops, tablets and wireless 

telephones and the data network and wide area connections, where applicable. 
2. Once patch cables are installed, the contractor shall test that each WAP can be seen 

on the network and is operating completely. 
3. The wireless network system shall be up and running and shall be configured to 

connect employees, students and visitors. Security between the two systems shall be 
such that the visitors do not have access to the district network. 

4. As users begin to be added, the contractor shall test and ensure that they are able to 
connect to any local servers, remote servers and the internet. 

5. The contractor shall walk around the building and demonstrate that a wireless laptop 
can connect to the wireless network at any location in the building. 

6.04 POST-CUTOVER TESTING–WIRELESS NETWORK 
A. The Contractor shall complete the post-installation survey as detailed in the wireless 

specifications. After the survey is complete and the WAP’s are adjusted to provide complete 
coverage the contractor shall continue with the completion of the project. 

B. The Contractor shall schedule a “Substantial Completion” meeting after cutover where all of   
the features of the entire wireless communications system shall be demonstrated. 
1. This meeting shall be scheduled for a time when the system has been cutover, is 

working correctly and is under full usage load. 
2. Prior to the meeting, the Contractor shall provide a checklist of all the features and 

components of the data system. This checklist will contain all the items required to be 
working for signoff to occur. 

3. Provide the list to the Engineer for review prior to scheduling the meeting. The 
Engineer will review the checklist and make sure all components of the system are 
being reviewed. 

4. Once the list is reviewed and approved by the Engineer, the “Substantial Completion” 
meeting can be scheduled. 

5. During the “Substantial Completion” meeting, each item on the checklist shall be 
demonstrated to work as it was intended. 
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6. If, at the end of the meeting, the Engineer and Owner sign the checklist, then the 
installation will be “Substantially Complete.” 

7. As the system is Substantially complete the Warranty period will begin. 
C. After Substantial Completion there shall be a 30 day acceptance period. The acceptance 

period shall be used to show that the system functions under a full load and provides reliable 
communications services. The acceptance period cannot begin until the wireless network is 
being used under full load. 
1. After the Completion of the Acceptance Period, the installation will be deemed 

complete. 
2. During the acceptance period, the wireless network and all of its components shall 

work, without interruption, as it was designed and configured. 
3. If there is an outage or interruption in service due to a malfunction or misconfiguration 

of the system, the 30 day acceptance period shall begin again after the malfunction or 
configuration has been shown to be completely repaired. 

D. During the 30 day acceptance period, the Contractor shall provide the as-built documentation 
regarding the wireless network and all its interconnections. The as-built documentation shall 
include: 
1. Spreadsheet listing all Controllers, WAP’s, part numbers, serial numbers, IP 

addresses, VLANS and location of the equipment installed. 
2. As-built drawings of the connectivity of different system elements, detailing which 

cables are used to interconnect the different items. 
3. Locations of the wireless access points. 
4. Configuration details of the system. 
5. All manuals and guides concerning the system. 
6. Warranty documentation and licensing documentation 

E. After the acceptance period has passed with no outages or interruptions, and the as-built 
documentation is provided, the system shall be deemed finally complete. 
1. The Owner and Engineer shall sign the notice of “Final Completion.” 

 
 

END OF SECTION 28 7700 
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SECTION 28 7750 – TECHNOLOGY TRAINING 
 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

 

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES 
A. This section includes directions for the Contractor regarding training for technology and 

security systems.   
 

1.02 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A. The Contractor shall provide training on all the installed systems. 

 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

Not used. 
 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

 

3.01 GENERAL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 
A. The Contractor shall provide training on all systems installed or upgraded as part of the 

contract. 
1. The Contractor shall involve the personnel from the Owner’s office in the 

implementation and configuration of the systems. 
2. Prior to the cutover of the system, the Contractor shall work with the Owner on the 

training that will be provided. The Owner and the Contractor shall schedule the training 
at a time beneficial to both. 

3. Each system is to have training provided as part of the installation. 
4. Each training session shall include. 

a. This training will give an overview of the capabilities of each system, and the 
methods to be employed in utilizing the system. 

b. The Contractor shall provide a syllabus detailing what will be discussed at the 
training, and notes for the Owner to refer to during the life of the system. The 
notes shall list directions for general use of the system and possible fixes to 
general issues that could occur. 

c. Training shall include as-built diagrams of the connectivity, a walk-thru of the 
system, a demonstration of actual user interface with the system, and directions 
on its general use. 

d. This training is only meant to give an overview of each system. In depth training 
shall be provided for an in-depth analysis of certain systems as described 
below.  

5. For all training, the Contractor shall pay all expenses. 
B. Create cheat sheets for all systems that the users can keep after the training. 

1. Cheat sheet shall include details on how to use the system. 
2. A copy of the cheat sheet shall be laminated and installed at the system location. 
3. For individual training the contractor shall provide a cheat sheet for each person being 

trained. 
 

3.02 DATA CABLING TRAINING 

A. Training on the structured cabling system shall be as follows: 
1. Contractor shall provide a 2 hour in depth training class on the connectivity and use of 

the structured cabling system. 
2. Training class shall be on-site utilizing the actual equipment installed as part of the 

system. 
3. The class shall be open to 4 of the Owner’s Representatives. 
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4. Up to date as-builts shall be used in the classes to demonstrate cable routes and 
locations. 

5. Training shall include the labeling scheme of the copper and fiber cable and all 
interconnect cables. Show where all labels are located and how they refer back to the 
drawings and location identifier spreadsheet. 

B. Prior to commencing any training, the Contractor shall get sign off on the training by the 
Engineer and Owner. 

 

3.03 AUDIO/VIDEO SYSTEM TRAINING  
A. Training on the audio/video systems shall be as follows: 

1. Provide training on each type of System installed. 
2. Contractor shall provide a 2-hour in depth training class on the connectivity and use of 

each type of audio and or audio/video system. 
3. Training class shall be on-site utilizing the actual equipment installed as part of the 

system. 
4. The class shall be open to 6 of the Owner’s Representatives. 
5. The Contractor shall provide handouts at the meeting detailing all aspects of the use 

of the system. It shall include directions on how to best utilize all components, as well 
as a checklist of items to go through if something is not working properly. 

6. The Owner and Contractor shall meet and decide on the syllabus prior to training. 
7. Generate a laminated sheet detailing the sequence and how to use each system in 

each room. Leave that behind in the room. Provide extra paper copies to the owner. 
 

 

3.04 CLASSROOMAUDIO/VIDEO SYSTEM TRAINING 
A. Training on the classroom audio/video distribution system shall be as follows: 

1. Contractor shall provide a minimum of eight (8) -1 hour, in depth training classes on 
the connectivity and use of the classroom audio/video system. Each class shall be 
capable of having 12 teachers in the class. 

2. Training class shall be on-site utilizing the actual equipment installed as part of the 
system. 

3. Demonstrate all uses of the system and how it works.  
4. The Contractor shall provide handouts at the meeting detailing all aspects of the use 

of the system. It shall include directions on how to best utilize all components, as well 
as a checklist of items to go through if something is not working properly. 

5. The Owner and Contractor shall meet and decide on the syllabus prior to training. 
6. Generate a laminated sheet detailing the sequence and how to use each system in 

each room. Leave that behind in the room. Provide extra paper copies to the owner. 
 

 

3.05 VIDEO SECURITY AND ACCESS CONTROL TRAINING 
A. The Contractor shall provide training as part of this contract 

1. The Contractor shall involve the personnel from the Owner’s office in the 
implementation and configuration of the security systems. 

2. Prior to the cutover of the systems, the Contractor shall work with the Owner on the 
training that will be provided. The Owner and the Contractor shall schedule the training 
at a time beneficial to both. 

3. Each system is to have training provided as part of the installation. The training shall 
include 2 distinct training tracks. The first is Configuration Training of the security 
systems and the second is Remote User Training. 

4. Contractor shall be at each site four (4) separate times to train and updated users at 
each building. These will be scheduled as detailed below; 

5. Training class shall be on-site utilizing the actual equipment installed as part of the 
system and a PC connected to the existing data network. Coordinate with the Owner’s 
IT department on setting up the user interfaces. 

6. Training shall include all travel and other expenses. 
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B. Configuration Training: Access Control and Video Security 
1. A minimum of 10 hours of training shall be provided on the configuration of the Access 

control and video security system to minimum of 4 of the Owner’s representatives. (5 
hours for video security and 5 hours for access control) 
a. This training will give an overview of the capabilities of the systems, and the 

methods to be employed in utilizing the systems. 
b. The Contractor shall provide a syllabus detailing what will be discussed at the 

training, and notes for the Owner to refer to during the life of the systems. The 
notes shall list directions for general use of the system and possible fixes to 
general issues that could occur. 

c. Video Security Training shall include but not limited to: 
A) As-built diagrams of the connectivity. 
B) A demonstration of actual user interface with the system, and directions 

on its general use.  
C) Review of live and stored video. 
D) Printing images. Storing video, Writing video clips to storage media. 
E) Configuring the cameras including frame rates, resolution etc. 
F) Changing number of images per camera/per second. 
G) Setting passwords and levels of security. Adding user accounts. 
H) Adding and changing parameters on the maps. 
I) Setting integration of the video security and access control. 
J) Setting schedules of the access control system and interoperations 

d. Access Control Training shall include but not limited to: 
A) As-built diagrams of the connectivity. 
B) A demonstration of actual user interface with the system, and directions 

on its general use.  
C) Setting locking and unlocking schedules for each building. 
D) Adding users and removing users as administrators and as employees. 
E) Setting alarms and time schedules for buildings to be alarmed. 
F) Responding to alarms and clearing the system of faults. 
G) Identifying the physical location of a control card in a security panel. 
H) Adding and changing parameters and icons on the maps. 
I) Setting integration of the video security and access control. 
J) Use and management of the snow day button and lockdown button. 

e. The  training shall be provided on the schedule below. 
A) Training 1. Shall occur during configuration and installation prior to 

substantial completion. This shall be a formal training class that will detail 
the system and how it works. 

B) Training 2. To take place approximately 3 weeks after substantial 
completion. This shall be a formal class to review how the system works 
and allow the owner to ask questions and the contractor shall be 
available to make changes and discuss implementation questions. 

C) The owner shall be able to specify what is to be covered at each training 
session. This may require that the contractor review current settings or 
change settings on the system while demonstrating how this can be 
done. 

C. Remote User training: 
1. This training shall be for users of the system such as principals, secretary’s and 

administrators.  
2. The goal of the training is to allow the users to become familiar on the user software. 

They shall be able to set up their own interface screen and shall be able to view live 
and stored video and control the locking/unlocking of doors. 

3. A minimum of 8 hours per building shall be provided for training. This shall be open to 
no less than four users at each building. This training is designed to allow the owner 
and their staff to fully review and print video and configure the access control system. 
a. Video Security Training shall include but not limited to: 

A) As-built diagrams of the connectivity. 
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B) A demonstration of actual user interface with the system, and directions 
on its general use.  

C) Review of live and stored video. 
D) Printing images. Storing video, Writing video clips to storage media. 
E) Interface and control of the system via the map software. 

b. Access Control Training shall include but not limited to: 
A) As-built diagrams of the connectivity. 
B) A demonstration of actual user interface with the system, and directions 

on its general use.  
C) Setting locking and unlocking schedules for each building. 
D) Responding to alarms and clearing the system of faults. 
E) Use and management of the snow day button and lockdown button. 

c. Thoroughly review the use of the remote viewing software and how each user 
can individually set up their screen to review the cameras they want to view. 
A) Training 1. Shall occur during configuration and installation prior to 

substantial completion. This shall be a formal training class that will detail 
the system and how it works. 

B) Training 2. To take place approximately 3 weeks after substantial 
completion. This shall be a training class that will allow the owner to ask 
questions about the system and have the contractor fix/implement items 
that were not understood or yet used. 

C) The owner shall be able to specify what is to be covered at each training 
session. This may require that the contractor review current settings or 
change settings on the system while demonstrating how this can be 
done. 

3.06 TELEPHONE SYSTEM TRAINING 

A. The Contractor shall provide training on the telephone systems installed or upgraded as part 
of the contract. 

B. Prior to the cutover of the system, the Contractor shall work with the owner on the training 
that will be provided. The Owner and the Contractor shall schedule the training at a time 
beneficial to both. 

C. Each system is to have training provided as part of the installation. This includes the 
telephone system, voice mail system, data network system and wireless network. 

D. Operator console training. 
1. The Contractor shall provide class space for 10 trainees. 
2. The Training shall be in-depth, covering the Operator Console 
3. Training shall be on-site. 
4. Class shall be no shorter than 6 hours. This shall be broken up to two separate days. 

The classes shall be separated by no less than three weeks. 
5. The goal of this class is to provide the Operators all pertinent information regarding the 

Operator console, and the day to day requirements of the Operator. 
6. The training shall include the simulation of all the requests for transfers, forwarding 

and other tasks the operator may be asked to do each day. 
7. Contractor shall provide a “cheat sheet” that details common day to day activities that 

an operator may be required to complete. This shall include forwarding calls, parking 
calls and paging users etc. 

E. End-User Training. 
1. The Contractor shall train all end users on the general use of the telephone system, 

specifically on the operation of the user stations and use of the voice mail. 
2. The training shall familiarize the end user with the station set they will use at their desk. 
3. Training shall be on-site. 
4. Class shall be no shorter than 30 minutes, and as long as required to inform the 

average end user.  
5. The training shall include the simulation of calls the user might get during each day 

utilizing one telephone set for every two employees. 
6. Provide class space for the same number of telephones that are installed or 

connected. 
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7. Provide and hand out a “Cheat sheet” to each use that describes typical actions that 
the user will be required to complete for use of the telephone system and voice mail. 

8. Include an additional day on site for training of users no less than three weeks after 
initial training. This day shall be used to answer any additional questions that they  

 
 

END OF SECTION 28 7750 
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SECTION 28 7800 – TECHNOLOGY WARRANTY 
 

 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

 

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES 

A. This section includes directions for the Contractor regarding system and equipment 
warranties.   

 

1.02 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

A. The project is not complete until all paperwork has been provided. 
B. The Contractor shall warranty his work and all the products installed for a minimum of 1 year 

from day of Substantial Completion. 
 

1.03 COORDINATION 

A. Coordinate as-built drawings and records with the Engineer and Owner. 
  

PART 2 - PRODUCTS  

 

2.01 MANUFACTURERS 
A. Provide manufacturers warranty for all equipment installed 
B. Provide contractor warranty for workmanship and equipment 
C. Provide software upgrade protection (SUP) warranty as detailed in the specifications. 

 

2.02 MATERIALS 

A. The Contractor shall provide the following to the designer at Substantial Completion and any 
updates prior to the issuance of the final payment 
1. Manuals and pamphlets on all electronic equipment. 
2. All spare parts and cover plates for all components of the network. 
3. Red lined set of as-built drawings for the entire project. 

B. Updated hard copy and soft copy of the As-Built Documentation. See associated spec 
section.  

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

 

3.01 EXAMINATION 

A. Contractor shall fully examine all components of the system to make sure that all manuals 
and paperwork are included in the final submittal. 

 

3.02 GENERAL WARRANTY 

A. The Contractor shall warranty the installation and all the parts contained therein for a period 
of not less than 1 year after receipt of a completely signed copy of the Notice of Substantial 
Completion. 

B. This shall include each and every part, cable or software system provided as part of this 
project. This includes cabling, Networking, Wireless, Audio/Video systems and Access 
Control and Video Security systems. 
1. If any part is broken due to a manufacturing defect or installation defect, the Contractor 

shall fix and/or replace the broken item at their own expense. 
2. If any equipment loses connectivity or fails for any reason the contractor shall be onsite 

to diagnose and fix or replace equipment and upgrades software. 
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3. The Contractor shall also supply all configuration and programming necessary to keep 
all electronic equipment to the latest revision of software during the year. 

4. If the “system” goes down, and needs configuration to be brought back up, the 
Contractor shall be liable for any programming or reconfiguration. 

5. During the year, the Contractor shall make the Owner aware of any software upgrades 
that are available. 

6. Contractor shall install all software upgrades for that year or as detailed below for 
specific systems. 

7. If the system does not run well during the year the contractor shall be onsite to 
diagnose and fix the system. 

C. The contractor shall be onsite within 24 hours after a call from the owner or designer regarding 
system or equipment issues. 

3.03 EXTENDED CABLING WARRANTY 
A. The Contractor shall provide to the Owner a “Link Warranty” on all the components of the 

voice/data cabling system. This includes all components from the faceplate, through the jacks, 
cable, and back to the patch panels, not including patch cords. 

B. Cable shall be installed that is covered as part of the complete warranty on the data cabling 
system. Cable that cannot be covered under the warranty shall not be installed. 

C. The warranty shall be provided through the manufacturer of the faceplate, jacks, and patch 
panels. All components shall be by the same manufacturer. 

D. The warranty shall guarantee that if any part or piece of the “Link” is found to be defective for 
a period of no less than 15 years, then that part or piece shall be replaced or fixed at no cost 
to the Owner. 

E. The Contractor shall be responsible for installing the system in such a manner that the 
manufacturer will provide this warranty to the Owner. 

F. The Contractor is responsible for compiling and submitting all the paperwork required to 
receive the warranty. This includes gathering all the information, completing any required 
forms, and submitting these forms and any other records to the manufacturer as required. 

G. It shall be the Contractor’s responsibility to receive the approved warranty notification from 
the manufacturer and provide that and all the associated paperwork to the Owner. 

H. The installation shall not be considered complete until the Owner has received notification, 
from the manufacturer, that the entire cabling system is covered by their warranty 

3.04 VIDEO SECURITY SOFTWARE WARRANTY  
A. As part of the project the contractor shall provide a three-year (3) video security recording 

system and security camera warranty that provides for all software updates during the three 
years after Substantial Completion. 
1. Contractor shall be required to install all software and firmware updates during the 

three years. 

3.05 ACCESS CONTROL SOFTWARE WARRANTY  
A. As part of the project the contractor shall provide a three-year (3) access control system 

software warranty that provides for all software updates during the three years after 
Substantial Completion. 
1. Contractor shall be required to install all software and firmware updates during the 

three years. 

3.06 TELEPHONE SYSTEM WARRANTY  
A. The Contractor shall warranty the installation and all the parts of the telephone system for a 

period of not less than one year after Substantial Completion.  
B. As part of the project the contractor shall provide a three-year (3) telephone system software 

warranty that provides for all software updates during the three years after Substantial 
Completion. 
1. Contractor shall be required to install all software and firmware updates during the 

three years. 
C. If any portion of the equipment becomes inoperable or provides less than the designed 

service levels, the Contractor shall be on site to fix and or replace the broken or inoperable 
part at the Contractor’s expense. 
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D. For the first year, the Contractor shall provide next day, onsite service for diagnosis and 
configuration issues related to outages or poor performance. This shall include onsite 
diagnostic tests, including any diagnostic software, tools, and other parts required to keep the 
system operating at peak levels. 

E. If the “System” goes down during the warranty period and needs configuration to be brought 
back up, the Contractor shall be liable for any programming or configuration. 

F. During installation and during the warranty period, the Contractor shall provide technicians 
that are certified by the manufacturer. 

G. After being notified of a loss of service, the Contractor shall: 
1. Begin a trouble ticket and assign technicians as required to come to a quick resolution 

of all issues. 
2. If remote service is not possible, the Contractor shall dispatch a technician to the site 

to review the cause of the loss of service. 
3. The Contractor shall work as quickly as possible to come to a resolution to any issues. 

During the warranty period, the contractor shall guarantee a technician be on site 
within 24 hours of the notice of an issue or an outage.  

H. During the warranty period the Contractor shall maintain a backup of the configuration of each 
telephone system component.  The backups shall be maintained in a revision control system 
so a configuration can be restored from one of multiple previous backups. 

I. Manufacturer’s warranty shall be provided for all components of the system.  
1. All paperwork and submittals required by the manufacturer for compliance with the 

warranty program shall be provided and submitted for approval by the Contractor. 
2. Contractor shall submit all paperwork, apply for warranty certification, and provide a 

Certificate of Warranty from the manufacturer prior to project closeout. 
J. Software Upgrades 

1. The contractor shall provide updates and upgrades to the telephone system, software 
and firmware for no less than three (3) years. 

2. The Contractor shall supply and install all upgrades, configuration, and programming 
necessary to keep all equipment to the latest revision of software and firmware.  

3. The contractor shall be on-site two times a year for the three years after substantial 
completion to check all software and apply all patches and upgrades. 

 

3.07 DATA NETWORK AND WIRELESS WARRANTY  
A. The Contractor shall warranty the installation and all the parts of the data and wireless 

network for a period of not less than one year after of Substantial Completion.  
B. If any portion of the equipment becomes inoperable or provides less than the designed 

service levels, the Contractor shall be on site to fix and or replace the broken or inoperable 
part at the Contractor’s expense. 

C. For the first year, the Contractor shall provide next day, onsite service for diagnosis and 
configuration issues related to outages or poor performance. This shall include onsite 
diagnostic tests, including any diagnostic software, tools, and other parts required to keep the 
system operating at peak levels. 

D. If the “System” goes down during the warranty period and needs configuration to be brought 
back up, the Contractor shall be liable for any programming or configuration. 

E. During installation and during the warranty period, the Contractor shall provide technicians 
that are certified by the manufacturer. 

F. After being notified of a loss of service, the Contractor shall: 
1. Begin a trouble ticket and assign technicians as required to come to a quick resolution 

of all issues. 
2. If remote service is not possible, the Contractor shall dispatch a technician to the site 

to review the cause of the loss of service. 
3. The Contractor shall work as quickly as possible to come to a resolution to any issues. 

During the warranty period, the contractor shall guarantee a technician be on site 
within 24 hours of the notice of an issue or an outage.  

G. During the warranty period the Contractor shall maintain a backup of the configuration of each 
data electronic component.  The backups shall be maintained in a revision control system so 
a configuration can be restored from one of multiple previous backups. 
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H. Manufacturer’s warranty shall be provided for all components of the system.  
1. All paperwork and submittals required by the manufacturer for compliance with the 

warranty program shall be provided and submitted for approval by the Contractor. 
2. Contractor shall submit all paperwork, apply for warranty certification, and provide a 

Certificate of Warranty from the manufacturer prior to project closeout. 
I. Software Upgrades 

1. The contractor shall provide updates and upgrades to the data and wireless network, 
software and firmware for no less than three (3) years. 

2. The Contractor shall supply and install all upgrades, configuration, and programming 
necessary to keep all equipment to the latest revision of software and firmware.  

3. The contractor shall be on-site two times a year for the three years after substantial 
completion to check all software and apply all patches and upgrades. 
 

END OF SECTION 28 7800 


